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ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ is widely regarded as one of Frank OÕHaraÕs seminal works, 
but can we trust its finale? This essay reads the conclusion of the poem in light of the art 
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historical term Ôfigura serpentinataÕ. By doing so, we can learn something about the 
translation of formal tropes across aesthetic mediums (sculpture, painting, poetry), and 
disclose a queer genealogy within the development of the history of art. It includes 
readings of ancient statuary (including the Laocon and his sons, the Belvedere Torso and the 
Discobolus), and Roman rhetoric (Quintilian), to trace the recovery of the figura serpentinata 
from interwoven aesthetic and rhetorical traditions during the Renaissance 
(Michelangelo) and the Enlightenment (Johan Joachim Winckelmann). The essay also 
theorises Johann Gottfried HerderÕs proto-phenomenological aesthetics as they prepare 
an argument for statuary as the elegiac accretion of earlier erotic desire. It describes the 
figure of the serpent and provides one final example contemporary to OÕHara, in which 
the representation of the figura serpentinata is replaced by its performance in the painting 
of the Abstract Expressionist Jackson Pollock. It concludes with some comments on the 
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Did Apollo really return from his victory over the python unclothed? 




ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ is widely regarded as one of Frank OÕHaraÕs seminal works: 
a work of marked Ð even epic Ð ambition for OÕHara as he turned thirty; frequently 
anthologised; described enthusiastically by the vast majority of OÕHara criticism 
(Marjorie Perloff established this claim describing it as Ôone of the great poems of our 
timesÕ); published influentially in the Evergreen Review and reprinted by Donald Allen in 
The New American Poetry; a line of the poem (ÔGrace to be born and live as variously as 
possibleÕ) adorns OÕHaraÕs grave in the Green River Cemetery, East Hampton (close to 
that of his antagonist inspiration Jackson Pollock); its title has leant itself to artworks, 
gallery exhibitions, memorial publications and is canonical enough be dtourned by more 
contemporary poets.1 It is perhaps surprising, therefore, that consideration of its closing 
                                                
1 Frank OÕHara, The Collected Poems of Frank OÕHara, ed. Donald Allen (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1995), 252-57; manuscript dated June 27-July 1, 1956, with 
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gestures, its finale, has been conducted too rashly, and its purpose, I argue, largely 
misconstrued. Then again, perhaps it is not so surprising: its end cultivates haste; it feels 
like a finale, lively and decisive, a resolution, a swift volta to a new direction, a redemption 
song. I continue to contemplate this poem because of my lingering disquiet at its close, 
                                                                                                                                      
a manuscript dated June 17, 1955 containing an early version of part of section 4 (538); 
hereafter page numbers in the body of the essay are references to the Collected Poems. First 
published in Evergreen Review II: 6, 1958, reprinted in Donald Allen, ed. The New American 
Poetry, 1945-1960 [1960] (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 244-50. A 
comprehensive account of its publication (up until 1979) can be found in Alexander 
SmithÕs Frank OÕHara: A Comprehensive Bibliography (New York: Garland, 1979), 247. 
Marjorie Perloff quotation in Frank OÕHara: Poet Among Painters, with a New Introduction 
[1977] (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 141. The title lends itself to: the 
illustrated collection In Memory of My Feelings: A Selection of Poems by Frank O'Hara, ed. Bill 
Berkson (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1967); the exhibition and publication 
Russell Ferguson, In Memory of My Feelings; Frank OÕHara and American Art (Los Angeles: 
Museum of Contemporary Art/University of California Press, 1999); Rod SmithÕs 
dtournement in In Memory of My Theories (Winchester: O Books, 1996); the artwork Jasper 
Johns, In Memory of My Feelings - Frank O'Hara, oil on canvas with objects, 
102.2 x 152.4 x 7.3cm, Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago (1995), on which see 
Fred Orton, Figuring Jasper Johns (London: Reaktion, 1994), 62-76, and Marjorie Perloff, 
ÔWatchman, Spy, and Dead Man: Johns, OÕHara, Cage and the ÔAesthetic of 
IndifferenceÕ,Õ Modernism / Modernity 8.2 (2001), 197-223. The poem is read by all the 
major studies of OÕHara, including: Lytle Shaw, Frank OÕHara: The Poetics of Coterie (Iowa 
City: University of Iowa, 2006), 81-114; Andrew Epstein, Beautiful Enemies: Friendship and 
Postwar American Poetry (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 99-100. 
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disquiet felt most noisily when its concluding feeling of resolution is opposed to its 
elusiveness.2 This disjunction requires more than the productively willed blankness of 
indifference, or the freedoms of indeterminacy.3 Its finale is seductive, but is it a 
                                                
2 Since writing this article I have gone on to close-read this poem in two further essays. 
Firstly, I elaborated the ways in which ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ can be interpreted as 
a response to the poetry of Wallace Stevens, especially in the depiction of hero and 
serpent as paradigms of autonomy, respectively passionate and dispassionate, in ÔFrank 
OÕHaraÕs Ecstatic Elegy: ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ In Memory Wallace StevensÕ 
Blackbox Manifold 10 (2013). Secondly, I presented a deeper history of the abstraction of 
the serpent figure as it derived from the work of Paul Valry (with Wallace Stevens as a 
mediating figure) in ÔOrnate and Explosive Grief,Õ Glossator 8 (2013), 189-316. One thesis 
from the latter, relevant to my current article, is that ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ is 
OÕHaraÕs manifestation of the attitude Paul Goodman proclaimed toward grief in ÔOn 
the intellectual inhibition of explosive grief and anger,Õ first published Complex (Spring 
1950), and reprinted Utopian Essays and Practical Proposals (New York: Random House, 
1962), 93-109. Goodman describes a split between subject and feelings, between the ÔIÕ 
who feels and the feelings themselves, and critiques the ÔintellectualÕ, those Ôwho have 
appetites, who show initiative in approaching and possessing their objects and are 
therefore subject to frustration and loss, but who cannot give way to anger and grief 
because they know too muchÕ (Goodman, 96).
 
ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ is, therefore, 
an elegy both personal and intellectual written to gather sufficient momentum from 
anger and grief to live anew, to feel refreshed.  
3 A reading of indifference regards the ÔfeelingÕ of OÕHaraÕs poem as finally discharged in 
favour of a new indifference; compare: Moira Roth and Jonathan D. Katz, ÔThe 
Aesthetics of Indifference,Õ and ÔIdentity,Õ respectively, in Difference/Indifference: Musings on 
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seduction only of us the readers, or of OÕHara too? Is it a breakthrough work, or does it 
just sound like one?  
The poem as a whole is an ersatz elegy for a teeming multitude of spectral selves, 
each fanciful in their way; some appear as brief absurdist fictions, others as Ônaked selvesÕ 
or Ôtransparent selvesÕ (253): many such characterisations are contradictions between the 
exposure of the known and its opposite insubstantiality; the selves are see-through, 
incapable of hiding anything, and sometimes incapable of being seen at all.4 Lytle Shaw 
describes the poem as ÔmetacommunalÕ in that it Ôexplores the extent to which the self of 
an experience is also the self of one or several collectivities that frame that experience, 
conditioning its meaningÕ.5 Arguably these are the selves of OÕHaraÕs memories 
conditioned by colonial and neo-colonial history, Cold War anxiety, and the excrescences 
of church and family. We have memories drawn from OÕHaraÕs family history, seemingly 
autobiographical detail, and spurious connections between memories within the lifetime 
                                                                                                                                      
Postmodernism, Marcel Duchamp and John Cage (Amsterdam: GB Arts International, 1998), 
33-48 and 49-69; Perloff, ÔWatchmanÕ; and Gavin Butt, ÔHow New York queered the idea 
of modern art,Õ in Varieties of Modernism, ed. Paul Wood (Milton Keynes: Open University, 
2004), 315-338. Butt provides the illuminating quotation from Jasper Johns, which 
embeds the title of OÕHaraÕs poem: ÔI didnÕt want my work to be an exposure of my 
feelings. Abstract Expressionism was so lively Ð personal identity and painting were more 
or less the same, and I tried to operate the same way. But I found I couldnÕt do anything 
that would be identical with my feelings. So I worked in such a way that I could say that 
itÕs not me.Õ (324) 
4 On transparency see Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass: Authoritative Texts, Prefaces, Whitman 
on his Art, Criticism, ed. Sculley Bradley (New York: Norton, 1973), 108. 
5 Shaw, 89. 
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of the poet himself and the epic history of the rise and fall of military and cultural 
empires.6 Perloff notes how the selves in the poem Ôare endlessly victimized and 
terrorizedÕ, describing the attempts of the ÔpoetÕs mind [É] to deal with these memories 
of victimizationÕ.7 Furthermore, Shaw insightfully points to distinctions in the poem 
between experiences (Ôalways pluralized by the range of feelings from which they emerge 
and which they in turn generateÕ) and identities (Ô[selves] which at once depend upon and 
transcend the contexts and histories that make them legibleÕ).8 Modes of selfhood here 
are neither autonomous within their own lifetime (in charge of their memories), nor the 
source of experience (experiences are often to be had outside a reduction to subjectivity 
in much of OÕHaraÕs work), nor free from predatory intrusions from outside 
(victimization). Epstein calls it Ôone of the richest examples of OÕHaraÕs pragmatist 
conception of the selfÕ, and judges it Ôone of the most important and influential postwar 
American poems, in part because its rigorous dismantling of coherent human identity 
anticipates the obsession in postmodernist thought with the decentring and unmasking 
of the ÔessentialÕ human self [...]Õ.9 As David Herd understands it, the poem is Ôa drama of 
the self, poetic or otherwise, as a presentation of a self seeking to protect itself in a life of 
                                                
6 On autobiographical details see, for example, the reading of OÕHaraÕs trip to Chicago 
with Jane Freilicher in Shaw 96; on his Ôgreat AuntÕ see Brad Gooch, City Poet (New 
York; Knopf, 1993), 33-4. 
7 Perloff, ÔWatchman,Õ 211-2. 
8 Shaw, 90. 
9 Epstein, 99. 
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scrutiny and high exposureÕ.10 Taken further, Herd asks on the poemÕs behalf, Ôwhether 
one thing, a self, can be rendered in terms of Ð can be likened to Ð anotherÕ?11 According 
to David Trotter, the poemÕs first two sections note Ôthe persistence in human behaviour 
of a lucidity which on occasion [É] suspends our feelings for other people and our 
anxious memorlialising of those feelingsÕ, whilst the next two describe the Ôreflux of 
sentimental longingÕ that countered each new attempt to suspend feelings.12 For Trotter 
the self of the poem is a Ôkind of pathos-machine constantly turning out impulses which 
have to be rescued from their own generosity and vulnerabilityÕ.13 Such impulses Ônever 
learnÕ. The end of the first section sees the many Ôtransparent selvesÕ Ôflail[ing] about 
between the contradictory logic of the serpent as the essence of movement and as the 
Medusan power of concretion, stillness, petrifaction, an Ôanti-pathosÕ, in TrotterÕs 
terminology. Each section thereafter asks the same question, ÔIs subjectivity itself 
founded on and forever returning to a state of no-feeling?Õ14  
The poem also spins through a pleiade of literary forebears; Geoff Ward goes so 
far as to describe the very subject of the poem as a farewell (an elegy), to OÕHaraÕs 
literary forefathers: the poem is Ôa meditation on its poetic begettors, [it] mourns its own 
                                                
10 David Herd, ÔStepping Out with Frank OÕHara,Õ in Frank OÕHara Now: New Essays on 
the New York Poet, ed. Robert Hampson and Will Montgomery (Liverpool: Liverpool 
University Press, 2010), 70-85 (80). 
11 I implicitly return to this question with the reading of metaphor by T.J Clark in my 
conclusion.  
12 David Trotter, The Making of the Reader: Language and Subjectivity in Modern American, 
English and Irish Poetry (London: Macmillan 1984), 163-4.  
13 Ibid., 159-60. 
14 Ibid., 160. 
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emancipation from the parent-texts it must ritually slay with the killing touch of parody 
or ironyÕ.15 Ward refers to Wallace Stevens and Lord Byron, amongst others, to whom 
we can add Walt Whitman, Hart Crane, W.H. Auden, Arthur Rimbaud, and Ralph Waldo 
Emerson.16  
In summary, ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ is an elegy for past feeling, an anti-
memorializing poem designed to rid its speaker of certain past lives and the assumptions 
of the empires, both emotional and politically real, to which those selves live in thrall. As 
an elegy for deadening nostalgia, it is also an elegy for influence, a farewell to a suite of 
poetic precursors and the ready commitment to new, less egocentric or self-aggrandising 
poems. Its model of the rise and decline of empire, and the arts that are their memorials, 
                                                
15 Geoff Ward, Statutes of Liberty: The New York School of Poets (Houndmills: Macmillan, 
1993), 75. 
16 On Stevens see Ladkin, ÔFrank OÕHaraÕs Ecstatic Elegy,Õ 1-43; on Byron see Ward, 41, 
John Wilkinson, Ô ÔWhere Air is FleshÕ: The Odes of Frank OÕHaraÕ in Frank OÕHara Now, 
103- 119 (107-8), and Ladkin, ÔOrnate and Explosive Grief,Õ 211-21; on Whitman as 
ÔguideÕ see David Eberly, ÔA Serpent in the Grass: Reading Walt Whitman and Frank 
OÕHara,Õ in The Continuing Presence of Walt Whitman: The Life after the Life, ed. Robert K. 
Martin (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1992), 69-81 (78), and Mutlu Konuk 
Blasing, American Poetry: The Rhetoric of Its Forms (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1987), 156-169; on Crane see Brian Reed, Hart Crane: After His Lights (Tuscaloosa: 
University of Alabama Press, 2006), 195‐224; on AudenÕs ÔThe OratorsÕ see Shaw, 62; on 
Rimbaud see Shaw, 97; on Emerson see Ward, 79, and Epstein, whose work is premised 
on a reading of Emerson. Shaw makes the excellent point that limitations must be made 
on the anxiety of influence due to OÕHaraÕs Ôfundamental refusal to acknowledge 
paternity itselfÕ on behalf of a more Ôexperimental model of affinityÕ and kinship (50). 
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overlaps with the rise and decline of sentimental attachments, the memories which are 
relics of the empire of love (wars won and lost): a question the poem asks, therefore, is 
what to do with the spectral ÔtransparentÕ loitering of pasts in present time? Are our 
memorial lives anathemas to present experience?  
The poem is in five sections, the last of which forms the bulk of my interest here, 
which I transcribe:  
 
And now it is the serpentÕs turn.  
I am not quite you, but almost, the opposite of visionary.  
You are coiled around the central figure,  
   the heart 
that bubbles with red ghosts, since to move is to love 
and the scrutiny of all things is syllogistic, 
the startled eyes of the dikdik, the bush full of white flags 
fleeing a hunter, 
 which is our democracy 
 but the prey 
is always fragile and like something, as a seashell can be  
a great Courbet, if it wishes. To bend the ear of the outer world.  
 
 When you turn your head 
can you feel your heels, undulating? thatÕs what it is  
to be a serpent. I havenÕt told you of the most beautiful things 
in my lives, and watching the ripple of their loss disappear 
along the shore, underneath ferns, 
  face downward in the ferns 
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my body, the naked host to my many selves, shot 
by a guerrilla warrior or dumped from a car into ferns 
which are themselves journalires. 
    The hero, trying to unhitch his parachute, 
stumbles over me. It is our last embrace.  
 
 And yet 
I have forgotten my loves, and chiefly that one, the cancerous 
statue which my body could no longer contain, 
 against my will 
 against my love 
become art, 
 I could not change it into history 
and so remember it, 
 and I have lost what is always and everywhere 
present, the scene of my selves, the occasion of these ruses, 
which I myself and singly must now kill 
        and save the serpent in their midst.  
    (256-57) 
 
The determination of its end has led to frequent mistakes of interpretation, 
particularly with regards the relationship of self to serpent. The serpent, for Marjorie 
Perloff, becomes the ÔpoetÕs true selfÕ in the midst of Ôthese rusesÕ, but can we so easily 
turn aside from the fraught campaign of WhitmanÕs democratic multitudes through the 
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modernist project to claim, simply, a Ôtrue selfÕ?17 Perloff reinforced this reading in 
ÔWatchman, Spy, and Dead ManÕ, which otherwise makes many inroads into the shift 
between the heroic pathos of Abstract Expressionism and the cooler (more covert) 
aesthetics of Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns; she writes: ÔThe integrity of the 
selfÑthis time, a ÔrealÕ or natural selfÑis preserved, but only at a very high costÕ.18 Nick 
Selby describes the Ôkilling of the serpent in the last lineÕ, when it is the serpent who is 
saved.19 Alan Feldman, too, considers art-making to be an act of ÔrescueÕ of the Ôessential 
self of the poetÕ.20 Lytle ShawÕs otherwise subtle reading disputes these accounts of the 
recovery of an essential or true self, but makes a strange claim that the serpent of the 
final section is the Ôas-yet-to-be-murderedÕ when the serpent appears to be that which is, 
or will be, ÔsavedÕ. Epstein concludes, and this reading dovetails with my own, that 
OÕHara Ôlike other pragmatists, does not believe a unified, hidden, or true self exists 
outside of the contingent contexts and unfolding relations that temporarily define it.21 He 
continues (incorporating a critique of PerloffÕs early interpretation), that the poem Ôdoes 
not chart a search for a coherent inner Òserpent-selfÓ beneath the many masks it wears. 
                                                
17 Perloff, Poet Among Painters, 142. 
18 Perloff, ÔWatchman,Õ 213.  
19 Nick Selby, ÔMemory Pieces: Collage, Memorial and the Poetics of Intimacy in Joe 
Brainard, Jasper Johns and Frank OÕHara,Õ in Frank OÕHara Now: New Essays on the New 
York Poet, ed. Robert Hampson and Will Montgomery (Liverpool: Liverpool University 
Press, 2010), 229-246 (246).  
20 Quoted in Shaw, 264. 
21 Epstein, 100.  
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Rather, it recognizes, with a queasy sense of vertigo and free fall, that no ÒtrueÓ or ÒrealÓ 
self exists, that there is no Òinner selfÓ to be ÒreintegratedÓ in the endÕ.22 
What is at stake in a revision of critical attitudes to the close of this poem? 
Firstly, as demonstrated, there is a frequent and fundamental misunderstanding of 
OÕHaraÕs use of the self and of the lyric ÔIÕ who speaks. OÕHaraÕs work is taken to be 
narcissistic because its interests are those close to the poet, and no doubt because the 
persons known to OÕHaraÕs experience are so frequently such glamorous purveyors of 
cultural capital. His delicious pseudo-manifesto ÔPersonismÕ is used as evidence for a 
return or retrenchment to a poetry of individual experience from modernismÕs purported 
excision of courtly lyrics (498-9). Rather than EliotÕs ÔimpersonalÕ as antagonist of 
cultural tradition, OÕHara is taken as the embodiment of the personal.23 In fact 
ÔPersonismÕ understands that the self of the poet must constantly refuse to be the self 
martyred to experience or suffering, and instead must attend to what (or who) is not the 
self. Though he is obsessed with the iconology of martyrs both Christian (St. Sebastian in 
ÔHaving a Coke With YouÕ) and contemporary (Miles Davis in ÔPersonal PoemÕ), 
OÕHaraÕs attitude can be described as the refusal to participate in the cultivation of 
martyrdom to loss (or as ÔPersonismÕ sardonically puts it, Ôunless, of course, you flatter 
yourself into thinking that what youÕre experiencing is ÒyearningÓÕ (498)).24 OÕHaraÕs 
                                                
22 Epstein citing Perloff, 100. For a more extensive rundown of this dispute see Ladkin, 
ÔOrnate and Explosive GriefÕ, 204, note 13. 
23 Running counter to this, see Keston Sutherland on anonymity in ÔClose Writing,Õ Frank 
OÕHara Now, 120-130.  
24 Mark Goble prompted this complication, for which I am grateful. The Ôred ghostsÕ 
might, speculatively, reference the spectral subjects of Senator McCarthyÕs Ôred scareÕ (on 
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experiences, and paradigmatically the experience of love, are to be had out in the world, 
not for their putative return to the self as cause and end: loveÕs Ôlife-giving vulgarityÕ is 
precisely this emotional commonality (vulgarity) (499). OÕHara, possibly more 
compellingly than any other English-language poet, refuses the right of suffering to 
elevate itself in martyrdom. His poetry is constantly alive to the threat that suffering will 
make itself loved, and therefore concreted into effigy. He is a love poet, and perhaps the 
pre-eminent love poet of the loved one, rather than the poet who loves. Or, better, Ôwe 
fight for what we love, not areÕ (305).  
Secondly, a discussion of the finale provides suitable cover for a foray into a 
larger project investigating the role of rhetoric in modernism and late-modernism, and in 
particular how a rhetoric (developed in part as an early example of art criticism and 
textual hermeneutics) can helpfully provide a new vocabulary for interdisciplinary 
reading. I contend that a productive critical vocabulary for describing OÕHaraÕs poetry 
can be derived from the rhetoric of art of the Renaissance, particularly that language 
surrounding the self-description and reception of the work of Michelangelo Buonarotti. 
There are certain opportunistic comparisons to be made between the Florence of the late 
fifteenth and early sixteenth century, and the New York of the mid-twentieth, and 
though I do not want to stretch their legitimacy, these do set in motion suggestive 
ramifications: the self-assessment of Florence/New York as the thriving centre of the 
artworld; the support of that artworld by the wealth of the city; and the open secret of a 
thriving homosexual subculture existing in a state of illegality, whether that is under the 
                                                                                                                                      
ÔIn MemoryÕ as Cold War poem see Michael Davidson, Guys Like Us: Citing Masculinity in 
Cold War Poetics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 111-12). 
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control of the ÔOfficers of the NightÕ in Florence or the ÔLavender ScareÕ promoted by 
McCarthyÕs outriders in pre-Stonewall New York.25  
Within this larger project lie a number of questions about the role of 
interdisciplinarity in the production of artworks, and in particular the question as to why 
a refusal of the ÔconfusionÕ of the arts is conducted with a more or less overt 
homophobic discourse, whether that is the conservatism of Irving Babbitt or the 
vigorous masculinity of Clement GreenburgÕs ritual purification of the artforms in which 
each artform evolves into a representation of the properties of its own medium. 
Although I frankly admit I do not answer the question of why interdisciplinarity receives 
what may well be a preponderance of latent ire from a heteronormative discourse, the 
placement of this material side by side may offer some of the evidence that will form the 
basis for that project. I do, however, emphasize the implicit queerness in the 
development of a ÒscientificÓ art history itself. The wish to share traits between art 
mediums has been aligned with worrying homosociality; perhaps this is not odd, but 
rather an expression of latent homophobia in a heterosexual fear of transgression. For 
whatever reason, the transgression of disciplines appears to have ruffled the feathers of 
those seeking to discipline and punish sexual transgressions. 
                                                
25 On Florence see Michael Rocke, Forbidden Friendships: Homosexuality and Male Culture in 
Renaissance Florence (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), and on New YorkÕs 
Ôlavender scareÕ see The Lavender Scare: The Cold War Persecution of Gays and Lesbians in the 
Federal Government (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), and John DÕEmilio, ÔThe 
Homosexual Menace: the Politics of Sexuality in Cold War America,Õ in Passion and Power: 
Sexuality in History, ed. Kathy Peiss and Christina Simmons (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1989), 226-40. The poem was composed two years after the fall of 
Senator Joe McCarthy. On the Cold War cult of conformity see Epstein, 47-8. 
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Such questions have a particular bearing on this work because the genealogy of 
the figura serpentinata, which I argue is the term that best opens up this poem to close 
reading, is largely conducted through works instrumental in what can be described as a 
queer pressure on art history (that is the development of a ÒscientificÓ art history cannot 
be disentangled from the varyingly open forms of homosexuality or homosociality of its 
key protagonists), and as a formal gesture indicative of works of a queer iconology (as a 
pose the figura serpentinata is prominent in works particularly welcoming to a queer 
sensibility). To restate, the figura serpentinata is a queer pose with a rhetorical lineage that 
has been central to the development of art history. The broadest implication here is that 
art history itself has been a nascent site of queer theory. The figura serpentinata will also 
permit a discussion of the modelling of selfhood in our poem, and read comparatively 
the energies of prosody and energies within representations of the human figure in the 
long history of statuary.  
My use of rhetoric stems from the insight of David Summers in Michelangelo and 
the Language of Art (amongst other sources) into the Ôcommon critical vocabularyÕ of 
rhetoric in painting and poetics in Renaissance thinking, particularly as it effects a healthy 
dialogue or collaboration between the arts (their ÒconfusionÓ to a hardline 
Greenbergian).26 Summers argues that rhetoric was a greater influence on the 
Renaissance than Classical poetics. This was so for several reasons, each of which opens 
up complex historical and theoretical questions: firstly, because the writings of 
rhetoricians would have been familiar and accessible; secondly, because the rhetoric on 
                                                
26 David Summers, Michelangelo and the Language of Art (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1981), 345. Others include, most notably, the work of Michael Baxandall, Giotto 
and the Orators: Humanist Observers of Painting in Italy and the Discovery of Pictorial Composition 
1350-1450 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1971). 
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which the Renaissance was most dependent belonged to Cicero and Quintilian, both of 
whom use extensive parallels between language and painting; thirdly, because the thought 
of the Middle Ages claimed poetry and rhetoric within the domain of eloquence, and 
hence firm distinctions between poetry and rhetoric are hard to justify; and finally, 
because similar intense cross-pollination between rhetoric and poetry can be found in 
antiquity anyway.27 Summers describes the terminology which surrounds Michelangelo as 
a Ôsub-theoretical tradition, close to practice, in its various forms stemming from one 
idea, the equation of painting and poetry in point of license, an idea that took shape on a 
broad front in the late Middle AgesÕ.28 This sub-theoretical tradition is that which I wish 
to excavate.29  
This article will proceed as follows. Firstly, I discuss the place of the figura 
serpentinata in the history of the history of art and, secondly, how this discipline is 
inflected by (male) queer desire. Thirdly, the essay takes a theoretical turn by recounting 
Johann Gottfried HerderÕs phenomenological aesthetics as they prepare an argument for 
statuary as the elegiac accretion of earlier erotic desire. In part four, I describe the figure 
of the serpent more directly and provide one final example of the figura serpentinata 
contemporary to OÕHara, in which the representation of the figura serpentinata is replaced by 
                                                
27 See David Summers, ÔContrapposto: Style and Meaning in Renaissance Art,Õ The Art 
Bulletin 59.3 (1977), 336-361 (344). 
28 Summers, Michelangelo, 4.  
29 On the turn to rhetoric see also Charles Altieri, ÔThe Return to Rhetoric in Modernist 
Poetry: Stevens and Auden,Õ in The Art of Twentieth Century American Poetry: Modernism and 
After (New York: Blackwell, 2006), 126-156; Charles Altieri, ÔRhetoric and Poetics: How 
to Use the Inevitable Return of the Repressed,Õ in A Companion to Rhetoric and Rhetorical 
Criticism, ed. Walter Jost and Wendy Olmsted (London: Blackwell, 2004), 473- 493. 
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its performance (I leave the subject of that claim for now). I conclude with some comments 
on the relations between figuration in representation, abstraction, and rhetoric.  
  
<insert figure 1 near here> 
2  
 
The figura serpentinata as a term derives from the language of art of Michelangelo, and is 
best exemplified in his work, from the subtle inflection of David, standing on one hip, to 
the seductive exasperation of the Dying Slave (Figure 1).30 It is a term used to describe the 
serpentine torque of a figure represented often in moments of excessive pain, pleasure, 
or elegiac beauty. Its place is therefore of great significance: it develops from the 
recommencement of studies of the nude during the Renaissance; it is inseparable from 
icons not only of masculine beauty but also of the beauty of humanism itself; its 
development is also a microcosm of shifts within the Renaissance from the more austere 
quattrocento to the excessive embellishments of Mannerism; and finally its development as 
a key figure of the Renaissance is inextricably bound up in the use in Renaissance 
thinking of structures of interdisciplinarity derived from rhetoric.31 Its role in mediating 
                                                
30 On the ÔdyingÕ and the ÔrebelliousÕ slaves of Michelangelo see Erwin Panofsky, ÔThe 
First Two Projects of MichelangeloÕs Tomb of Julius II,Õ The Art Bulletin 19.4 (1937), 561-
579. 
31 Summers provides the following two examples of what became a Ôself-generating 
seriesÕ: Rosso FiorentinoÕs Moses and the Daughters of Jethro and Giulio RomanoÕs Battle of 
Maxentius and Constantine. John Shearman understands the first surviving example of a 
figura serpentinata by Michelangelo to be his Victory (1527-8), carved for the tomb of Julius 
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two art historical eras (the quattrocento and Mannerism) is therefore particularly helpful for 
a reading of aesthetics as it shifts between modernism and something else, whether 
denoted as late-modernism or postmodernism.  
The origin of the term figura serpentinata is attributed to Michelangelo by Lomazzo 
in his Trattato dellÕArte de la Pittura of 1584. It is a figure caught between self-exposure and 
concealment, and this antithetical coherence is part of its life-giving force: Lomazzo 
advises that the Ôgreatest grace and loveliness that a figure may have is that it seem to 
move itself. Painters call this the furia of the figureÕ.32 Furia is described by Summers as 
the Ôspontaneous qualityÕ of a work of art, and Ôthe ÒlivingÓ quality of masterly executionÕ 
which creates Ôapparent lifeÕ or, better (as it foregrounds a pursuit of agency) Ôapparent 
self-movementÕ.33 Lomazzo writes that the figura serpentinata represents the Ôtortuosity of a 
live serpent when it moves, which is the proper form of a flame of fire that undulatesÕ.34 
                                                                                                                                      
II, followed by Samson and the Philistines (c. 1540), but this is so only of the more extreme 
twists of the body (Mannerism (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1967)). 
32 Summers, Michelangelo, 60. 
33 Ibid., 60. 
34 Summers, ÔManiera and Movement: The Figura Serpentinata,Õ Readings in Italian 
Mannerism, ed. Liana De Girolami Cheney (New York: Peter Lang, 1997), 273-314 (276). 
Shearman cites the following: ÔAll motions of the body should be represented in such a 
way that the figure has something of the serpentinata, towards which nature is favourably 
inclined. In addition, it was always used by the ancients, and by the best moderns. [É] The 
figure will not appear graceful unless it has this serpentine form, as Michelangelo called 
itÕ (81). Lomazzo reiterates the advice of Michelangelo, Ôalways to make the figure 
pyramidal, serpentinate, and multiplied by one, two or three. And in this precept it seems 
to me consists the whole secret of painting, because the greatest grace and loveliness that 
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Examples from MichelangeloÕs work are plentiful: the Ôbrazen serpentÕ on the Sistine 
Chapel ceiling (1512), is his representation of the Old Testament parable in which 
Moses, to save the people of Israel from their attack by Ôfiery serpentsÕ placed on a pole 
an effigy of a serpent. In a reversal of the myth of the Medusa, the serpent worked as an 
antidote; on looking at the Ôbrazen serpentÕ, the people were saved, and could move 
again.35 Already we see in this figure some of the properties we expect of OÕHaraÕs 
vivacious work.  
 
  When you turn your head 
can you feel your heels, undulating? thatÕs what it is  
to be a serpent. 
 
Derived from Latin unda ÔwaveÕ and undulatus Ôwavy, undulated,Õ undulate describes wave-
like motion. In the poem wave-forms carry Ôthe most beautiful thingsÕ back Ôalong the 
shoreÕ into the memorial past. Energy as nostalgia flows backwards, but can it propel our 
poem forwards too? The figura serpentinata describes a pose, and that pose has rhetorical 
power, both in our empathetic recapitulation of its erotic sensitivity, and in the 
conceptual expectations of its use as description; it is vitalistic, and the poem needs this 
furia as the courage of a new futurity disavowing the reification of nostalgia, and as a 
model for its prosody, not simply spiralling down but twisting across its lateral planes. 
                                                                                                                                      
a figure may have is that it seem to move itself painters call this the furia of the figureÕ 
(quoted David Summers, ÔManiera and Movement: The Figura Serpentinata,Õ in Readings in 
Italian Mannerism, ed. Liana De Girolami Cheney (New York: Peter Lang, 1997), 273-314 
(275-6). 
35 See King James Bible, ÔNumbersÕ 21.6.  
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The snake alternates muscle activity on its left and right to push waves down its body, 
propelling it forward. In MichelangeloÕs elegiac Dying Slave the torso twists by stretching 
and relaxing muscles in an alternating pattern. It is hard to imagine a more eroticised 
account of life-in-death and death-in-life than the slaveÕs ecstatic torque: transcendence 
will come. The sketch Resurrection of Christ (1532-3) held at the Casa Buanorroti, Florence, 
is a study for the resurrection by Michelangelo in which the figure soars into its arc. Its 
figura serpentinata is an articulated resolution amidst the energy of its pentimento, the 
evidence of its making: doubt turns revelation. 
There are three classical examples of the figura serpentinata of prime importance 
for the development of representations of the human body during and since the 
Renaissance (paradigmatically for Michelangelo), and which have been three of the most 
widely discussed works in the development of the history of art, namely the Torso 
Belvedere, the Laocon (Figures 2 and 3) and MyronÕs Discobolus. 
<insert figures 2 and 3 near here> 
The Laocon winds serpents around the serpentine twist of the male form. It 
was unearthed in 1506, and some accounts place Michelangelo at the scene. It depicts the 
struggles of the Trojan priest Laocon and his two sons against the two serpents which 
wind through the statue, Ôcoiled around the central figureÕ.36 In one telling it is Apollo, 
the god of poetry, who commits this murder, as revenge either for LaoconÕs sacriligious 
sexual escapades in front of an icon of Apollo, or for his warning to the Trojans that the 
gift of the Greeks was not to be trusted. The statue has of course been of great 
                                                
36 Excitement at the rediscovery of the Laocon can be understood when recalling that 
Pliny regarded it Ôa work superior to all the pictures and bronzes of the worldÕ. See Alex 
Potts, Flesh and the Ideal: Winckelmann and the Origins of Art History (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1994) 90.  
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significance for the history of aesthetics, not only in its inspiration to Michelangelo, but 
as the most famous pre-twentieth century argument for the separation of the arts in the 
criticism of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing.37  
The history of examples of the Discobolus and what is now known as the Torso 
Belvedere in the Renaissance are intermingled, despite the obvious difference in bulk 
between the two: in fact, the authenticity of the examples followed their recovery in 
criticism (i.e., references in works of rhetoric).38 What is crucial is that Ôat an opportune 
moment in the development of the Roman High Renaissance styleÕ a torso of the 
Discobolos surfaced, though it was not necessarily identified as such.39 The Torso Belvedere, 
on the other hand, had been in the possession of the Colonna since at least 1435, where 
it remained until it placed in the Belvedere by Clement VII, by which time it had been 
made famous by Michelangelo to the extent of being known as ÔMichelangeloÕs TorsoÕ. 
Thus, examples of the twisted torso were available as inspirations for Renaissance 
figuration, though that opportunity did not manifest itself with great fervour until the 
early sixteenth century. The contrapposto or figura serpentinata of the fifteen hundreds was, 
                                                
37 For readings see W.J.T. Mitchell, The Language of Images (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1980), 95-115, and Daniel Albright, Untwisting the Serpent: Modernism in Music, 
Literature, and Other Arts (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000), 10-12. 
38 On mistakes surrounding the reception of the Torso Belvedere and its confusion with 
examples of a Discobolus see Summers, ÔContrappostoÕ, 336. The pose of the Discobolus 
can also be found in PontormoÕs Annunciation, a self-portrait by Bandinelli, TitianÕs 
Portrait of Pope Paul III, and various works by Giovanni Bologna (see Shearman, 85-91). 
See also Leonard Barkan, Unearthing the Past: Archaeology and Aesthetics in the Making of 
Renaissance Culture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 79-85. 
39 Summers, ÔContrapposto,Õ 336. 
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therefore, a way for artworks to distinguish themselves stylistically from the quattrocento, 
and Summers examines just why, though known, the influence of these works was 
resisted by earlier artists and writers, notably Leon Battista Alberti.40 To summarize, the 
examples of contrapposto in the Discobolus and Belvedere Torso must have been visible from 
the Ôfirst revived interest in the remains of antiquityÕ and yet were Ôconsciously and with 
good reason rejectedÕ.41  
In his documentation of the contrapposto, which includes the figura serpentinata, 
Summers aligns the twist in the figure with the figurative twisting of rhetoric. Summers 
characterizes the similarity between the two torsos as a Ôpronounced twistÕ; such word 
play offers a suitable opening to ask, how is the twisting of a representation in visual art 
pronounceable in verbal arts, and why does the twist become so pronounced, so 
emphatic, in the High Renaissance through to Mannerism?42 It was John Shearman in his 
                                                
40 Shearman describes the difference between contrapposto and figura serpentinata to be the 
difference between the asymmetric arrangement of body parts, turn of the head 
opposing turn of the hips, each Ôreconciled in a final balanceÕ, and the serpentine where 
Ômovement does indeed seem to run fluidly, not in contrasted directionsÕ (Mannerism, 83). 
ShearmanÕs distinction, however astute in principle, is too controlling for the use to 
which the figura serpentinata was put, being able to be both the twist in opposition or the 
twist in accord (more important to Summers is the twist in the torso, hence the 
conflation in criticism contemporary to the High Renaissance of the Discobolus and 
Belvedere Torso). 
41 Summers, ÔContrapposto,Õ 337, 336. 
42 The French prononc meaning Ôstrongly markedÕ (OED) was used in the late 17th century 
to refer to contours and forms in painting, before its moralistic turn in the 18th century 
with reference to behaviour.  
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fittingly elegant Mannerism (the Ôstylish styleÕ) who recognised that the figura serpentinata in 
speech (there Ôis no figure of speech more characteristic of Mannerism than the figura 
serpentinataÕ), had always been used in parallel with its representation in visual art.43 
Quintilian, as Shearman demonstrates, is here comparing the movement of rhetoric to 
that of MyronÕs Discobolus:  
 
The body when held bolt upright has but little grace, for the face looks straight 
forward, the arms hang by the side, the feet are joined and the whole figure is 
stiff from top to toe. But that curve [flexus], I might almost call it motion [motus], 
with which we are so familiar, gives an impression of action and animationÉ 
Where can we find a more extreme and elaborate attitude than that of the 
Discobolos of Myron? Yet the critic who disapproved of the figure because it 
was not upright would merely show his utter failure to understand the sculptorÕs 
art, in which the very novelty and difficulty [difficultas] of execution is what most 
deserves our praise. A similar impression of grace and charm is produced by 
rhetorical figures, whether they be figures of thought or figures of speech. For 
they involve a certain departure from the straight line and have the merit of 
variation from the ordinary usage.44  
 
                                                
43 Shearman, 23, 81.  
44 Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, trans. H.E. Butler (New York and London, 1921), II, xiii, 
9-11. Quoted in Summers, Michelangelo, 91-2, also in Shearman, 84-5,. On vermiculate and 
serpentine constructions in sophistry and rhetoric see ibid., 94. Summers assesses 
MyronÕs Discobolus to be the Ôsingle great precedent in Classical literature for the equation 
of movement in sculpture and varietas.Õ (ÔContrapposto,Õ 337). 
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This from Quintilian is likely the direct source for LomazzoÕs later description, and was 
in any case a crucial passage in Renaissance aesthetics, its being taken up by Vasari in his 
praise of the ability of the modern artist to display movement, set against the stasis of the 
medieval.45 Leonardo da Vinci connected Ôthe best way of persuading of the nature of 
movementÕ to the ways Ôorators persuade by wordsÕ: in both cases movement is Ôcreated 
by the destruction of balance, that is, of equality of weightÕ.46 To reach across the 
historical divide, it is a sentiment shared in the dance criticism of OÕHaraÕs great friend, 
the poet and dance critic Edwin Denby, in a description so helpful to characterising the 
feeling of prosodic rhythm against its near military metricalization in works of 
versification: Denby understood Ôthe risk is a part of the rhythmÕ.47 Leonardo, describing 
the outlines of shapes, asks us to ÔobserveÕ how they Ôtwist like a serpent [il modo de lor 
serpeggiare]Õ.48 Clearly we are dealing with a representational figure, a rhetorical figure, and a 
prosodic manner of the furia or energy of the risky loss of balance.  
                                                
45 Though perspective is commonly held to be the marker of the severance between 
medieval and Renaissance art (and new models of space), the communication of 
movement, of motus, and its correlates is arguably of equal significance.  
46 Leonardo da Vinci, Treatise on Painting, ed. A.P. McMahon (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1956), 346. 
47 Edwin Denby, Dance Writings and Poetry, ed. Robert Cornfield (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1998), 288. 
The word in Greek, which the Latin figura approximates, means not only form or bearing 
but also steps in a dance.  
48 Quoted in Summers, ÔManiera,Õ 295. 
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These figures are Ôcontorted and difficult, bold displays of variet and facilitÕ and 
they are in Ôsuch violent movement as to display front and rearÕ.49 Hence, crucially, they 
Ôembody an antithesisÕ, and this turn back and forth between the embodiment of rhetoric 
and the rhetoric of figuration is the turn on which this article depends.50 The figura 
serpentinata, and the contrapposto, lie within the broad category of antithesis.51 Antithesis, 
the key argumentative and structural style of rhetoric was thereby Ôappropriated directlyÕ 
into the discourse of Renaissance art as contrapposto and, as Summers writes, brought with 
it Ômost of its traditional literary meaningsÕ.52 AlbertiÕs refusal of the figura serpentinata was 
therefore a prohibition. The question of how best to represent movement led him to a 
restriction on exaggerations of physical possibility:  
 
There are those who express too animated movements, making the chest and the 
back of the neck visible at once in the same figure, an impossible and 
inappropriate [non condicente] thing; they think themselves deserving of praise 
because they hear that those images seem alive that violently move each member; 
and for this reason they make figures that seem to be fencers and actors, with 
none of the dignity of painting, whence not only are they without grace and 
                                                
49 Summers, ÔContrapposto,Õ 339.  
50 Ibid.  
51 SummersÕ notes the use of comparable terms such as contrapposto, contrapositum, and 
antithesis by Petrarch, Quintilian, Augustine, and Cicero in ÔContrapposto,Õ 339. See 
Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, trans. H.E. Butler (New York and London, 1921), IX, iii. 81. 
52 Summers, ÔContrapposto,Õ 347, 339. See A. Scaglione, The Classical Theory of Composition 
from Its Origins to the Present (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1972), 8. 
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sweetness, but even more they show the ingegno of the artist to be too fervent and 
furious [troppo fervente et furioso].53  
 
Alberti, according to Summers, rejects the figure as Ôcontrary to natureÕ, as an affront to 
the sweet gracefulness of more aristocratic movements, and because of the Ôsymptomatic 
relation of the animation of the figure represented to the imagination from which it 
sprangÕ, that is, an imagination Ôtoo fervent and furiousÕ for decorum, a decorum that 
weighs fidelity to art with fidelity to ÔnatureÕ.54 The rejection of the available Ôembellished 
figural movementÕ was therefore a rejection of a rhetorical as well as a ÔfigurativeÕ stance, 
or rather, Summers work has done much to uncover the indivisibility of the rhetorical 
from the formal.55  
Being able to see the front and rear of a figure was a consistent cause for alarm, 
or high praise, depending on your stance toward embellishment. Against AlbertiÕs 
prohibition, Summers cites a number of examples of figures in works that offer both 
aspects to the viewer, including LeonardoÕs praise for such a twist, which he labelled the 
Ômoti compostiÕ.56 Pietro Aretino, in a letter to Vasari, praised Ôthe figure bending down to 
the ground which shows at once the back and front so that it is, by virtue of its easy 
forcefulness and by grace of its unforced ease, a magnet to the eyeÕ.57 Alberti condemned 
such figures in similar terms to QuintilianÕs disapproval of the mala adfectatio, glossed by 
                                                
53 Alberti 85, quoted by Summers, ÔContrapposto,Õ 339-340. 
54 Summers, ÔContrapposto,Õ 341. 
55 Ibid., 337. 
56 Ibid., 343. 
57 Shearman, 86. 
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Summers as Ôa fault in every kind of styleÕ, a fault in eloquence and of excess.58 Choosing 
a modesty of contrapposto over excessive torque was a matter of ethics. The figura 
serpentinata might, therefore, find its rhetorical energy from its display of the impossible 
or unnatural, a (queer?) transgression of the straight (natural, balanced, reasonable) 
stance. Furthermore, the shift from the correctness of the early Renaissance to the 
embellishment of the High Renaissance and Mannerism is a shift toward a different style 
of expressivity beyond the correct bounds of representation itself. The transition from 
modernism to late-modernism demands similar sensitivities, but we can hardly claim 
modernismÕs credo was fidelity to perspectival representation. We might, however, 
understand the defining myth of the visual arts in modernism to be the rejection of 
perspectival representation in favour of a fidelity to the two-dimensionality of the picture 
plane. One strain of modernism essentially negates the inventions of spatial 
representation made by the Renaissance; where the Renaissance imagined perspectival 
recessions into the picture plane, modernism revoked such illusions on behalf of a 
fidelity of form to the materials of its making. OÕHaraÕs relationship to the late 
flourishing of painterly abstraction, at a time when the most influential critic of modern 
American art was Clement Greenberg, with his forceful case for the purification of each 
art form in accordance with its medium (flatness, for painting), inspires comparison to 
the flouting of decorum in the High Renaissance. Michelangelo desired (at times) 
movement and furia in excess of representational standards; life (furia) exceeds nature. 
OÕHara desired a similar expression of liveliness in his art, and his working life negotiated 
the shift from abstraction apt to Greenbergian progression, to something more ad hoc, 
more dramatic, and more deadpan. 
                                                
58 Summers, ÔContrapposto,Õ 344.  
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 The next section will note the queer lineage of the figura serpentinata as it is 
developed in and as the discourse of art history, and will propose some of the relevant 
connections to OÕHaraÕs poem. 
 
 
3. Queer Figures 
 
There are two reasons to document the figura serpentinata as key to a queer tradition; 
because the erotic charm of many of its exemplars were considered seminal by the early 
scholars of modern art history, and crucially preceded more obviously heterosexual 
examples of the figura serpentinata that have thrived since the seventeenth century;59 and 
because the disapproval of the over-elaboration of the figura serpentinata in rhetorical 
terms expresses fears of corruption of the straight line: the elaboration of the furia of 
antithesis is potentially damaging to moral and sexual rectitude. The aptness of the figura 
serpentinata for a (male) queer history of the pose is apparent to any who wished to engage 
the front and rear at one and the same time.  
A male queer genealogy of the development of art history includes works 
returning to classical representations of homosociality, such as Paul Brandt/Hans LichtÕs 
Sexual Life in Ancient Greece, the courageous J.A. Symonds, Walter PaterÕs ÔThe Age of 
                                                
59 Hogarth, in a straight recalibration of an otherwise queer dynamic, provided one of the 
most famous descriptions of the figura serpentinata as the Ôline of beautyÕ. Ingres used such 
a line in his portraits of the female nude; see Carol Ockman, IngresÕs Eroticized Bodies: 
Retracing the Serpentine Line (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995) for a lesbian-queer 
re-reading.  
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Athletic PrizemenÕ, and the writings of PaterÕs one-time student Oscar Wilde.60 Central to 
art history as a discipline is Johan Joachim WinckelmannÕs History of the Art of Antiquity. 
Alex Potts describes WinckelmannÕs Ôquite passionate apologia for the value of male 
friendship and loveÕ as being as close to overt Ôhomosexuality as was allowable in a public 
context in the eighteenth centuryÕ, whilst recognising how his writing Ôcould not but be 
inflected by his cultureÕs prohibition on associating ideal manhood with sexual desire 
between menÕ.61 
                                                
60 I explore the influence of PaterÕs work on OÕHara more fully in forthcoming work. On 
Pater and Wilde see Jay Losey, ÔDisguising the Self in Pater and Wilde,Õ Mapping Male 
Sexuality: Nineteenth-Century England, ed. Jay Losey and William D. Brewer (Madison: 
Fairleagh Dickinson University Press, 2000), 250-273; Alex Potts, ÔWalter PaterÕs 
Unsettling of the Apollonian Ideal,Õ in The Uses and Abuses of Antiquity, ed. Michael 
Biddiss and Maria Wyke (Bern: Peter Lang, 99), 107-21; David Carrier, ÔWalter PaterÕs 
ÔWinckelmannÕ,Õ Journal of Aesthetic Education 35.1 (Spring 2001), 99-109. 
61 Alex Potts, Flesh and the Ideal, 5. On the various editions see Potts, Flesh and the Ideal, 
256. The first English translation was that of G.H. Lodge, entitled The History of Ancient 
Art (Boston: vol. 1, Little Brown & Co., 1856; vol 2. J. Monroe & Co., 1849; vols 3&4, 
J.R. Osgood & Co., 1872-3). Since the argument of this article does not depend upon a 
direct influence of WinckelmannÕs text on OÕHara (though does not preclude it, either) I 
have used WinckelmannÕs History of the Art of Antiquity in the recent translation of Alex 
Potts (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute, 2006), as well as his translations found in 
Flesh and the Ideal, as well as a number of other essays collected as Johan Joachim 
Winckelmann on Art, Architecture, and Archaeology, translated by David Carter (Rochester, 
New York: Boydell & Brewer, 2013). 
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 The Apollo Belvedere stands as the figure most craved by WinckelmannÕs search for 
the ideal, a figure whose significance for a queer atlas of pin-ups has only been surpassed 
by MichelangeloÕs David, or perhaps Tom of Finland. The Apollo Belvedere is, according to 
Winckelmann, Ôsublimely superhuman, and his stance bears witness to the fullness of his 
grandeur. An eternal springtime, as if in blissful Elysium, clothes the charming manliness 
of maturity with graceful youthfulness, and plays with soft tenderness on the proud build 
of his limbsÕ.62 Winckelmann also described in suitably grammatically serpentine prose 
the figura serpentinata of the Torso Belvedere as the pose of the hero slumped in the garden 
of Hesperides, in elegiac contemplation of his past.63 In the essay ÔDescription of the 
Torso in the Belvedere in RomeÕ, Winckelmann elaborates:  
 
Ask those who are familiar with what is most beautiful about mortal beings 
whether they have seen a flank that is comparable to this left flank. The action 
and reaction of its muscles has been wonderfully assessed, with a wise measure of 
alternating movement and rapid force. And the body must have been built by 
these means in a way suitable for everything it needed to accomplish. Just as in a 
rising movement of the sea, the surface, which had hitherto been calm, grows in 
a gentle disturbance with lapping waves, with one swallowed by the other only to 
be rolled out again, so here one muscle, gently swelling up and floating, flows 
into the next. And a third one, rising between them, and seeming to strengthen 
                                                
62 Quoted in Potts, Flesh and the Ideal, 118.  
63 See Potts, Flesh and the Ideal, 179-80.  
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their movement, loses itself in them, and our glance seems to be swallowed up 
with it.64 
 
As a blazon for ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ the Torso Belvedere and its description by 
Winckelmann become ever more fitting; not only is this torso a model for one tradition 
of male beauty, but it is also recognised as a beauty in contemplation of loss: this torso 
twists in elegy.65 WinckelmannÕs synoptic view of antiquity was arguably the first 
document of the history of art to demonstrate the rise and decline of an Empire reflected 
in the tastes and crafts of its people.66 He does not merely presume that the beauty of 
Greek statuary reflects the virtues of a free society, but that its beauty may be evidence of 
decline. If statuary is invoked as the elegiac evidence of the decline of Empires, OÕHaraÕs 
conclusion is to discard the monuments of American aesthetics, and thereby imperial, 
endeavour. In a moment which encapsulates the ersatz interpretation of cultural empires, 
Winckelmann describes the need to gaze Ôafter the fate of works of art as far as my eye 
                                                
64 Winckelmann, ÔDescription of the Torso in the Belvedere in Rome (1759),Õ in 
Winckelmann on Art, 145. 
65 For the torso as subject for more contemporary artworks compare: Robert DuncanÕs 
ÔThe TorsoÕ, Kenneth AngerÕs Fireworks (see Daniel Kane, ÔÔNot to Creation or 
Destruction but to TruthÕ: Robert Duncan, Kenneth Anger, and the Conversation 
between Film and Poetry,Õ Texas Studies in Literature and Language 50.1 (2008), 34-57), and 
Warhol/MorrisseyÕs Flesh (1968) in which the aging artist (Maurice Braddell) asks Joe 
(Joe Dallesandro) to recreate a number of classical poses, including the Discobolus. On 
Warhol and OÕHara see Reva Wolf, Andy Warhol: Poetry and Gossip in the 1960s (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1997).  
66 On the rise and fall of cultural empires see Potts, Flesh and the Ideal, 48. 
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could seeÕ just as Ôa beloved stands on the seashore and follows with tearful eyes her 
departing sweetheart, with no hope of seeing him again, and believes she can glimpse 
even in the distant sail the image of her loverÕ.67 As ÔIn MemoryÕ puts it: ÔI havenÕt told 
you of the most beautiful things / in my lives, and watching the ripple of their loss 
disappear / along the shoreÕ. Thus the elegiac strain turns as an empire of sentiments on 
behalf of the deeper feelings of immediacy; for Winckelmann, Ôwe, like the lover, have as 
it were only a shadowy outline of the subject of our desires remaining.Õ68 Hence, though 
the originals are lost, we Ôexamine the copies we have with greater attentionÕ.69 For 
Winckelmann the spirit of elegy increases the intensity of our attention:  
 
In this, we are often like individuals who wish to converse with spirits and 
believe they can see something where nothing exists. The word antiquity has 
become a prejudgement, but even this bias is not without its uses. One always 
imagines that there is much to find, so one searches much to catch sight of 
something.70 
 
The ideal, an ideal that is clearly erotically charged, is for Winckelmann wrapped 
up in the flow of the figura serpentinata, in both exemplary statues and the line of beauty of 
their contours. A sculpture must give the impression of its transitional qualities, its 
                                                
67 Winckelmann, History, 351. 
68 Ibid. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Ibid. See the discussion in Flesh and the Ideal, 47-50. 
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presentness. The dominant analogy again is to the contingency of wave-forms.71 
Winckelmann compares this quality of the Ôbeautiful youthful figureÕ to the Ôunity of the 
surface of the sea, which from a distance appears flat and still, like a mirror, even though 
it is constantly in motion and rolls in waves.Õ72 For Winckelmann, ÔThe form of true 
beauty is wavelike in nature.Õ73 In History of the Art of Antiquity, he analyses the Ôforms of a 
beautiful bodyÕ as:  
 
defined by lines that continually change their center point, never tracing a circle, 
and thus the forms are simpler but also more varied than a circle, which, however 
large or small it may be, always has the same center point and encloses others 
within itself or is itself enclosed.74 
 
This tendency of the undulations of beauty toward the lucidity of the serpentine (Ômore 
varied than a circleÕ) is crucial to the salvation OÕHara sings at the close of this poem.75 
                                                
71 See Catriona MacLeod on the wave-like forms of the Torso Belvedere in Embodying 
Ambiguity: Androgyny and Aesthetics from Winckelmann to Keller (Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, 1998), 34-5. 
72 Winckelmann, History, 197. 
73 ÔRecalling the Observation of Works of Art (1759)Õ in Winckelmann on Art, 132. 
74 Winckelmann, History, 197. 
75 See Potts, Flesh and the Ideal, 170-1. For Catriona MacLeod such accounts resist falling 
into static binaries in favour of Ôflux, instability, polymorphousnessÕ, ultimately associated 
with androgyny. Such are the Ôelliptical outline[s]Õ of the beautiful, evading ÔrationalityÕ 
(Embodying Ambiguity, 33-46 (33). On PaterÕs prudishness see his prescription of Ôsexless 
beautyÕ in Pater, ÔWinckelmann,Õ 220-1. 
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This is also a significant inspiration to an alternative model of poetic form. OÕHaraÕs 
impatience with the cultural arbiters of conservative, formal lyric verse finds an analogy 
here. If a restricted lyric mode seeks formal coherence and resolution, a sense of lyric as a 
finely wrought, complete enunciation, without residua, encircling at once the subject of 
its expression and the subject who expresses it, then the conservative lyric, Ôhowever 
large or small it may be, always has the same center pointÕ. Against this we can turn to 
the lyric performance of the conclusion to ÔIn MemoryÕ as exemplary of OÕHaraÕs 
poetics, and follow the Ôlines that continually change their center point, never tracing a 
circle, and thus the forms are simpler but also more varied than a circleÕ. This lyric 
unfolding and openness tells us a great deal about the ability of OÕHara to incorporate 
the accidents and emergencies of a life of contingency, without encircling as cause and 
effect the subject-position in a neat, singular lyric; this unfolding is audible in OÕHaraÕs 
ornate poetics.76   
Winckelmann identified the Apollo Sauroctonus (Lizard Slayer) from its description 
by Pliny, who attributes the sculpture to Praxiteles.77 It shows a boy standing poised over 
                                                
76 For a justification of the perhaps surprising term ÔornateÕ here, which separates it out 
from certain prejudices about the ornamental and the wrought, see Ladkin, ÔOrnate and 
Explosive Grief,Õ 251-269. 
77 Marble, Roman copy of original dating 350-340 BC, attributed to Praxiteles, Paris, 
Muse du Louvre. Winckelmann distinguishes this Apollo from its judgement by Pliny as 
a ÔpuberumÕ, insisting it is instead an ÔimpuberemÕ, one in whom adolescence has not yet 
become visible. In fact, as an expression of Ôperpetual youth, and of the springtime of 
lifeÕ there is Ônot a single Apollo which can be called puber; all are impuberesÕ. 
Winckelmamm, The History of Ancient Art, vol. 2 (London: Sampson Low, Marston, 
Searle, & Rivington, 1881), 216-7 [note the alternate translation]. 
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a lizard. Its pose is clearly at the graceful end of the spectrum of the serpentine, but the 
standing on one hip, the body turned against the tilt of the thigh, places it within the 
history of the form. The statue is said to show Apollo after his victorious battle with the 
Pythian serpent. This is crucial: the conclusion to ÔIn MemoryÕ suggests OÕHara favours 
saving the serpent from the grasp of the poet Apollo, the Orphic god who could promise 
safety and eternal life and wished for the visionary powers in the serpentÕs protection. 
This salvation of the serpent is precisely the refusal of visionary temporality on behalf of 
a complex immediacy. OÕHara refuses to be a visionary poet, kills the Apollonian god 
within (the Ôcancerous statueÕ), saving the serpent in its stead. 
Walter Pater, who channels an oddly prudish Winckelmann in his criticism, and is 
perhaps the most famous source for the modernist demand for immediacy, finds that in 
the Discobolus it is Ôas if a blast of cool wind had congealed the metal, or the living youth, 
fixed him imperishably in that moment of rest which lies between two opposed motions, 
the backward swing of the right arm, the movement forwards on which the left foot is in 
the very act of startingÕ.78 This from ÔThe Age of Athletic PrizemenÕ foreshadows my 
                                                
78 Walter Pater, ÔThe Age of Athletic Prizemen,Õ in Greek Studies: A Series of Essays 
(London: Macmillan, 1910), 124. ÔWinckelmannÕ is the last essay in PaterÕs The Renaissance: 
Studies in Art and Poetry (London: Macmillan, 1900), 177-232 (and of course, thereÕs a 
study of the poetry of Michelangelo, 63-90). See Lene ¯stermark-Johansen on PaterÕs 
prose, in ÔSerpentine Rivers and Serpentine Thought: Flux and Movement in Walter 
PaterÕs Leonardo Essay,Õ Victorian Literature and Culture 30. 2 (2002), 455-482; also David 
J. Getsy, ÒFrederic LeightonÕs Athlete Wrestling with a Python and the Theory of the 
Sculptural Encounter,Ó Body Doubles: Sculpture in Britain, 1877-1905 (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press and the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art, 
2004), 15-42. 
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conclusion somewhat, that the pause Pater describes as the solution to the Ômystery of 
combined motion and restÕ is in the end insufficiently motile for the turn OÕHara seeks. It 
is the Ôcold windÕ OÕHara abhors, choosing instead the ardour of the serpent. Better is 
PaterÕs description of the Ôpoint of good-fortuneÕ as the athletic body Ômoves or rests just 
there for a moment, between the animal and spiritual worldsÕ.79  
PaterÕs essay ostensibly glossing the influence of Winckelmann is a fascinating 
intermediary for a reading of OÕHaraÕs poem. Pater recognizes the recurring narrative of 
empire, and its interleaving with a (still) hidden queer history; having quoted 
Winckelmann on the Ôsupreme beautyÕ which is Ôrather male than femaleÕ, Pater describes 
how the Ôspiritual forces of the past, which have prompted and informed the culture of a 
succeeding age, live, indeed, within that culture, but with an absorbed, underground 
life.Õ80 Out of this Ôunderground lifeÕ, Pater describes the occasional upsurge of the 
ÔHellenic elementÕ: Ôfrom time to time it has started to the surfaceÕ.81  
The value of the ÔGreek mindÕ for Pater is in its equilibrium between Ôself-
reflexionÕ and the Ôhappy limitÕ which prevents thought becoming Ôtoo inwardÕ, the mind 
has Ônot begun to boast of its independence of the flesh; the spirit has not yet absorbed 
everything with its emotions, nor reflected its own colour everywhereÕ.82 Thought does 
not Ôoutstrip or lie beyond its sensible embodimentÕ. OÕHaraÕs murderous intent restores 
the balance between the self-reflection of the poem thus far and the Ôhappy limitÕ that 
restricts the gravitational pull of the subjectÕs desire for self-knowledge.  
                                                
79 Pater, Greek Studies, 124.  
80 Pater, ÔWinckelmann,Õ 192, 198. 
81 Ibid., 198-9. 
82 Ibid., 206. 
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 The Greek ÔidealÕ (developed in its materiality by gymnastics), Ôexpressed itself 
pre-eminently in sculpture.Õ83 What is not, perhaps, so obvious in PaterÕs argument, is 
how sculpture and poetry relate. Though Ô[a]ll art has a sensuous element, colour, form, 
sound,Õ it is the Ôdextrous recalling of theseÕ in poetry, their memory, that illuminates the 
work of poetry. The difference between these artforms, the sensuousnesss of sculpture 
(say) and its memory as jolted into life by poetry, is due to poetryÕs Ôjoyful sensuousness 
of motionÕ.84 The Ôcancerous statueÕ of Galatea, say, requires the fluidity of poetry to 
enliven its beauty. In other words, memory and movement are the evocations available in 
the prosodics of poetry against the reified sensuousness of sculpture. The art forms are 
separated by time. Sculpture Ôdeals immediately with manÕ but ultimately cannot attain 
the Ôspringing of the muscles and the moulding of the fleshÕ which belongs to poetry, 
since Ôman as he isÕ is Ô[d]iscourse and actionÕ.85 The one Ôpeculiar motiveÕ behind 
sculpture is that it Ôunveils man in the repose of his unchanging characteristicsÕ. By being 
an art of abstraction, limited by having Ôno backgrounds, no sky or atmosphereÕ sculpture 
cannot Ôsuggest and interpret a train of feelingÕ. This is its ÔprideÕ: ÔIts white light, purged 
from the angry, bloodlike stains of action and passion, reveals, not what is accidental in 
man, but the god in him, as opposed to manÕs restless movement.86 OÕHaraÕs choice, I 
surmise, to murder the Apollonian deity within the figure of the poet reinvigorates the 
blood, action, passion and feeling of a mutable self, and makes it newly vulnerable to the 
accidents incumbent on a non-visionary life, lived against the ÔunchangingÕ abstraction of 
the ideal. It was only in the best work of Greek sculpture that Ôthe archaic immobility has 
                                                
83 Ibid., 209.  
84 Ibid.  
85 Ibid., 211-12. 
86 Ibid., 213.  
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been thawed, its forms are in motionÕ.87 The problem of mobility remains, however, since 
ÔactionÕ appears to be unmoored, and typically Ôrepresented as just finished, so that eager 
expectancy is excluded, as in the image of Apollo just after the slaughter of the PythonÕ.88  
The pose of the Apollo Sauroktonos anticipates that most exquisite pin up of queer 
humanism, MichelangeloÕs David. The bend of the knee, leaning on one hip, is the 
smallest, merest account of the figura serpentinata, a casual contrapposto pose of desire 
otherwise hidden from view. In ÔOn Grace in Works of ArtÕ (1759), Winckelmann 
describes this as Ôa state of rest, in which one leg bears the weight and the other rests 
playfully, then the latter was placed only so far back as was necessary to remove the 
figure from a vertical position.Õ89 Was this pose consciously mimicked, or was its gesture 
unconsciously echoed, when Elaine de Kooning painted her extraordinary portrait of 
OÕHara (1962)?90 It is an astonishing painting, and in OÕHaraÕs effacement we can 
interpret two things: firstly, that OÕHara can be recognised in the weighting of his body 
in its gestures; secondly, that even after taking off our masks, as described by OÕHara in 
ÔHomosexualityÕ (181-2), the capacity for the body to communicate rhetorically to an 
interpretative and trans-historical community is undimmed. Where honouring the naked 
male body was a marker of ÔclassicalÕ civilization, its gestural codes in the shorter history 
of humanism could be manifested in what the poem describes as the Ômere existence of 
emphasisÕ (254). Physical movements subtly emphasised in certain gestures provide a 
                                                
87 Ibid., 217.  
88 Ibid. 
89 Winckelmann on Art, 138. 
90 For a reproduction see Ferguson, In Memory of My Feelings, 88.  
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covert publicity to what otherwise remained private of necessity.91 OÕHaraÕs style takes its 
place within a tradition of a gestural pose as mute rhetoric.  
 The argument of this article does not depend on retracing a direct line of 
influence upon OÕHaraÕs poetic style of the figura serpentinata as a term, though it may 
prove possible to do so as archives become available (and I go on to demonstrate this 
                                                
91 The homosexual symbolism of the serpent is apparent in this much earlier poem from 
OÕHaraÕs Early Writing, ed. Donald Allen (Bolinas, California: Grey Fox, 1977), dated 
May 21, 1948 (42-3):  
 
Neon snakes mince 
touching eyes and asses 
in the rain; quince 
scents counterpoint them 
as a lady passes 
with a swinging hem; 
 
they spin slowly while 
the buffer of the night 
rubs their blossoms bright, 
they ignite 
at the hand of the acolyte 
in tiers of tears, 
incense of quince,  
along the dark wet aisle. 
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possibility). Elsewhere I have argued for the particular aptness to OÕHaraÕs poetry of the 
term sprezzatura, the art of seeming artless, or the artwork without labour, a term with a 
comparable genealogy to that of the figura serpentinata.92 The aptness is in itself 
justification of its use: it describes more accurately the art of recklessness than 
comparable terms. This aptness includes both its resonance when used as a vantage on 
OÕHaraÕs work, and aspects of the historical nexus from which these terms speak, and to 
which they are relevant; for example the political economy of an aesthetics of grace in 
the court as it can be applied to the coterie poetics of OÕHara.93 We can also make a 
stronger claim for these rhetorical terms than aptness; though each term may at one time 
have circulated in the criticism of, or pedagogical discourse around, works of art (as they 
were for Michelangelo), and at other times become submerged in the historical record 
and only periodically rediscovered, the aesthetics belonging to these rhetorical terms, the 
styles they designate or inaugurate, remain the compelling tradition. The spectator in the 
art gallery or the reader in the library can account for the influence; their ebb and flow 
need not be coincidental. By pointing to a historical moment in which the wave peaks in 
the time of Michelangelo we are studying the harmony of a number of rhythms breaking 
into visibility, including the turn to mannerist style, the recovery of a rhetorical 
vocabulary, the recovery of the works of art contemporary to that rhetoric, and the self-
conscious appropriation of that vocabulary in the description of the artistÕs intentions. By 
concluding with the moment of OÕHara we see a new context for these stylistic traditions 
                                                
92 Sam Ladkin, ÔProblems for Lyric Poetry,Õ Complicities: British Poetry 1945-2007 
(Prague: Litteraria Pragensia, 2007), 271-323.  
93 The latter refers to ShawÕs Frank OÕHara: The Poetics of Coterie. 
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as they can be galvanised by his studies whilst at Harvard, or by his visits to the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art.94  
 There is evidence the terms do indeed re-surface at this time. In the case of 
sprezzatura we know of OÕHaraÕs passion for the poetry of Thomas Wyatt (see ÔAfter 
WyattÕ (68), Ôearly on SundayÕ (404-5), and the note to ÔBiothermÕ (554)), that it was 
WyattÕs cousin Thomas Hoby who translated CastiglioneÕs Book of the Courtier from the 
Italian in 1561, and it was this work that made the term available to the English-language 
world, at least in HobyÕs translation (gestured toward above) of ÔrecklessnessÕ.95 The term 
is therefore in print and available to the voracious reading of OÕHara or via the sprezzatura 
of WyattÕs poetry itself. The mid-1950s suggest a moment when style and criticism may 
have merged. Robert J. Clements recuperated the term sprezzatura and that of the 
contrapposto in a number of articles and later a monograph.96 In ÔEye, Mind, and Hand in 
MichelangeloÕs PoetryÕ of 1954 Clements describes the height of MichelangeloÕs neo-
Platonism as coincident with his love poetry for Tommaso Cavalieri, before citing 
                                                
94 Gooch points out that OÕHaraÕs senior year at Harvard was spent attending courses in 
the Art History Department, a series of lectures on Venetian painting at the Fogg 
Museum, and that he audited an art appreciation course (145). 
95 A likely source for OÕHaraÕs understanding of the grace of sprezzatura and its links to 
the excessive embellishment of the figura serpentinata is Anthony Blunt, Artistic Theory in 
Italy 1450-1600 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1940), 93-4. 
96 Clements, MichelangeloÕs Theory of Art (New York: New York University Press, 1961). 
See also Edward Williamson, ÔThe Concept of Grace in the Work of Raphael and 
Castiglione,Õ Italica XXIV (1947), 316-324 (317, 320).  
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LomazzoÕs account of the serpentine line and the contrapposto.97 In ÔMichelangelo on 
Effort and Rapidity in ArtÕ, also of 1954, Clements describes sprezzatura, referencing 
Ludovico DolceÕs Dialogo della Pittura, who takes on the voice of Aretino to argue that 
Ôfacility is the principal argument for excellence in any art, and it is the hardest thing to 
attain: it is an art to conceal artÕ.98 He continues by quoting Francisco de Hollanda (a key 
source for David Summers), and a number of translations and synonyms for sprezzatura 
by Armenini and Paolo Pino.99  
The tradition of the figura serpentinata if not always the term itself has been 
continuously available since the Renaissance, and as IÕve ascertained stretches much 
farther back as an aesthetic and rhetorical figure. It becomes available to the English-
speaking world (though OÕHara also read French and German) after the translation of 
WinckelmannÕs magnum opus in 1856, which sits amongst other publications, and 
interpellations (including Hogarth, as cited above). WinckelmannÕs account of an ancient 
community in which Ôsexualized eroticisim in sociability sustained aesthetic judgment on 
artÕ developed ÔhighÕ (Phidian) and ÔbeautifulÕ (Praxitelean) styles, need not be read to 
have been imbibed.100 Citing its place in the work of Bernard Bosanquet, Benedetto 
Croce, Immanuel Kant, G.W. F. Hegel and J.A. Symonds, amongst others, Whitney 
Davis argues:  
                                                
97 Robert J. Clements, ÔEye, Mind, and Hand in MichelangeloÕs PoetryÕ PMLA 69.1 
(1954), 324-336 (328). 
98 Robert J. Clements, ÔMichelangelo on Effort and Rapidity in Art,Õ Journal of the Warburg 
and Courtauld Institutes 17.3/4 (1954), 301-310 (301). 
99 Clements, ÔMichelangelo,Õ 309 
100 Whitney Davis, Queer Beauty: Sexuality and Aesthetics from Winckelmann to Freud and Beyond 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2010), 8. 
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WinckelmannÕs writing (and the particular form of life that it seemed to incarnate 
and to narrate) not only contained the seeds of many of the conceptual 
interrelations of eroticism and art history that were elaborated by later writers. It 
also served retroactively as the cultural lodestar to which many educated people 
in succeeding generations often explicitly referred themselves. By the end of the 
nineteenth century these Winckelmann practitioners (whether or not that had 
read Winckelmann or had adopted his personal canons of taste and judgment in 
art) were often described as aesthetes, sometimes decadent ones. They did not 
usually write about sexuality or aesthetics. They were, however, the object of 
observers who did Ð notably of Freud and his followers in psychoanalysis.101 
 
ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ takes a queer history as its suppressed but covert site 
of resistance, the ÔflagÕ which, as Chares Altieri recognises, can all too easily become a 
Ôtotalized and abstractedÕ metonym for the spectacle of national identity, is instead 
lavished with erotic attention.102  
 
 Beneath these lives 
 the ardent lover of history hides, 
         tongue out 
                                                
101 Davis, 7-8. 
102 Charles Altieri, ÔSpectacular Antispectacle: Ecstacy and Nationality in Whitman and 
His Heirs,Õ American Literary History 11.1 (1999), 34-62 (40). This interpretation depends 
on an involved reading of the echoes of Wallace Stevens in OÕHaraÕs poem, for which 
see Ladkin, ÔFrank OÕHaraÕs Ecstatic ElegyÕ.  
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 leaving a globe of spit on a taut spear of grass 
 and leaves off rattling his tail a moment 
 to admire this flag. 
 
OÕHara here replays WhitmanÕs Ôflag of my dispositionÕ for its phallic involution, tongue 
of snake to spear of grass:103  
 
I lean and loafe at my ease observing a spear of summer grass.  
My tongue, every atom of my blood, formÕd from this soil, this air 104 
 
The ÔflagÕ to be admired may be the ÔSweet flagÕ of the calamus, the aphrodisiac spear, a 
symbol used in elegies. Supposedly when Kalamus lost his drowned lover Karpos, 
Kalamus took the form of the lamentation reed. In WhitmanÕs ÔCalamusÕ, a song of 
Ômanly attachmentÕ in praise of Ôathletic loveÕ (which puts us in mind of Pater), the love 
described is that which ÔEscaped from the life that exhibits itselfÕ.105 The ardent hero of 
WhitmanÕs passion can be found in the public parks of New York (and elsewhere), parks 
explicitly advancing and promoting a nationalist ethos through the memorialising of war 
heroes, and such patriotism queered by explicit acts of bodily praise, the poetÕs mouth 
silenced in fellatio (including presumably offered to members of the navy to whom 
homosexuality was doubly illicit).106 OÕHara recognises in the history of public statuary a 
                                                
103 See Trotter, 162. 
104 Whitman, 28-9 
105 Whitman, ÔIn Paths Untrodden,Õ 112.  
106 Alternatively we might consider Charles DemuthÕs Dancing Sailors (1918), or the work 
of Paul Cadmus, notably The FleetÕs In! (1934), Three Sailors on the Beach (1930), and On 
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queer lineage, hidden in plain sight, an effective transparency: ÔI adore the Roman copiesÕ 
(254).107 The binding of historic and personal commitments continues. The Ôfew dirty 
menÕ finding pleasure alongside the ÔNorwegian freighterÕ are likened to the ÔGerman 
prisoners on the Prinz EugenÕ having their Ôsores, painted purpleÕ by a ÔNaval doctorÕ, 
presumably an antiseptic to avoid sexually transmitted diseases. The Prinz Eugen was 
damaged on its way to Norway in 1942, but is perhaps cited here as a ship requisitioned 
for use by America in 1946, during which year the USS Prinz Eugen carried a mixed 
crew of Germans and American from Boston on 13th January. Eventually it was sunk 
during the nuclear testing in Bikini Atoll.108  
  
 
                                                                                                                                      
ÔThatÕ Street (1932). See George Chauncey, Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the 
Making of the Gay Male World, 1890-1940 (New York: Basic Books, 1994), 64 and 78; and 
Richard Meyer, Outlaw Representation: Censorship & Homosexuality in Twentieth-Century 
American Art (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 33-94. 
107 ÔIndeed, WinckelmannÕs speculative history of classical Greek sculpture, though it was 
based on the evidence of statues that have subsequently come to be regarded as inferior 
Roman copies or adaptations of earlier Greek work, has stayed around for a remarkably 
long timeÕ (Potts, 15). Whitney Davis glosses WinckelmannÕs Ômodel of cycles of 
emulative replication in ancient and modern artÕ (Queer Beauty, 9). The history of 
aesthetics depends upon such copies, including such locations as the Sansoucci at 
Potsdam, the Ôpleasure palaceÕ in which Frederick II of Prussia placed the early 
Hellenistic ÔAdoring YouthÕ in 1747, as seen by Winckelmann in 1752 (Davis, 24). 
108 See Jos M. Rico, ÔThe Heavy Cruiser Prinz Eugen.Õ KBismarck 
<http://www.kbismarck.com/prinzeugen.html>, accessed 4th January, 2011.  
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4. The Cancerous Statue 
  
We can discern OÕHaraÕs contradictory approach to statuary: it is an overt tradition for 
what is otherwise too often a covert desire, but the reification of desire into statuary is a 
kind of elegy for desire. In this section I am going to outline a proto-phenomenological 
aesthetics derived from the aesthetics of Johann Gottfried Herder, which can help 
account for OÕHaraÕs rejection of the reification of the loved one as statuary, in order to 
permit greater fidelity to the ephemerality of experience, and OÕHaraÕs vision of love as 
unlikeness.109 My purpose here is not to provide evidence of OÕHaraÕs reading of Herder 
(which is not to exclude that possibility), but to suggest how the accretion of feeling into 
statuary ultimately works against the necessary viscerality of those feelings, and to set up 
not the resolution of this contradiction in the work of abstract expressionism, but rather 
its balancing of material tracing with insubstantiality.  
 At the end of part one the Ôtransparent selves / flail aboutÕ until the Ôaquiline 
serpent comes to resemble the MedusaÕ (253), setting up the central antagonism in the 
poem between powers of petrifaction and fluidity. Perhaps all these Ôtransparent selvesÕ 
are skins shed of a past life, and perhaps each alone can be an admirable companion; 
when coagulated, however, they resemble the Medusa, and transfix the poet in mortal 
dread. OÕHaraÕs rejection of the Medusa encourages a queer reading. Brian GlaveyÕs 
expos of the heterosexist assumptions in the history of ekphrasis includes a helpful 
                                                
109 Potts describes Herder as the Ôfirst modern phenomenology of the sculpturalÕ (Flesh 
and the Ideal, 28, and see 28-34). Winckelmann writes of the Apollo Belvedere as Ôthe 
most beautiful godÕ whose Ômuscles are subtle, blown like molten glass into scarcely 
visible undulations and more apparent to the touch than to sightÕ (History, 203). On the 
haptic and optic see MacLeod, Embodying Ambiguity, 241-2.  
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interpretation. Glavey writes: ÔThe castration anxiety generated by the apotropaic image 
of the Medusa stems from the fear that desire for the image will give way to an 
identification with it. This scenario takes it for granted that one cannot plausibly identify 
with and desire the same object at the same timeÕ.110 Desire must not overlap with 
identification. Queer desire supposedly subverts this logic by operating inside a 
fascination in which one can both identify with and desire at the same time.  
Again, GlaveyÕs interpretation leads to the following questions: has the 
transgression of disciplines by artforms been the subject of condemnation in ways that 
are unusually redolent of homophobic bias, or only as redolent as any other sphere of 
life? And if transgressing the formal properties of each artform has been the subject of 
especial ire for those seeking to discipline and punish sexual transgression, why?  
Interdisciplinarity is engaged in a longstanding critique of heteronormative aesthetics. It 
is rather hard to see quite why that would be the case, but witness Irving BabbittÕs The 
New Laokoon (1910), a key text for Clement Greenberg, as well as for BabbittÕs student 
and codifier of a poetics of impersonality, T.S. Eliot. Babbitt could barely suppress his 
vituperative attack on the ÔconfusionÕ of the arts by gay men.111 As Glavey points out, a 
                                                
110 Brian Glavey, ÔFrank OÕHara Nude with Boots: Queer Ekphrasis and the Statuesque 
Poet,Õ American Literature 79.4 (2007), 781-806 (785). 
111 Glavey cites Babbitt as follows: ÔThink of the meaning [...] that is coming to be 
attached in popular usage to the phrase Ôartistic temperamentÕ (806). The purification of 
the arts is another piece of machinery for moral purification. For Greenberg the fight 
was against the Ôdominant artÕ, which he took to be literature (see Glavey, 795). The 
prevailing heterosexual interpretation of the Medusa myth is placed in doubt by Jean-
Pierre Vernant, who reads the head of Gorgo as ÔsyncopatedÕ, both young and old, 
masculine and feminine, beautiful and ugly, human and animal, celestial and infernal, and 
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Ôrespect for aesthetic boundariesÕ appears to coincide with male, heterosexual 
masculinity.112 The counter question here is, can we read OÕHaraÕs non-narcissistic vision 
of love as fluidity in a tradition of art criticism that queers heteronormative assumptions, 
noticeably in the tradition which works back from Pater (for whom, ÔAll art constantly 
aspires towards the condition of musicÕ), Wilde and Symonds, to Winckelmann, and itself 
encourages interdisciplinarity? Art history is arguably commensurate with a queer history 
as much as it is with the violence of the male gaze toward women. Though this does not 
counter essential differences between artforms, it recognises that many advancements in 
each artform rely on the attempt (however misguided) to replicate the machinations of 
another artform within its own material circumstances.   
Though Glavey points to the heteronormativity of the Medusan myth, the 
limitation of his analysis is its incapacity to properly represent the structure of love as 
                                                                                                                                      
for whom, intriguingly, the tongue is outside the mouth (like a penis). Referring to it as 
ÔsheÕ, however, Verlant reads the Gorgo as an uncanny doubling or self-alienation, in 
which Ôa violent separation from the self is also initiated, a projection into radical alterityÕ: 
ÔTo see the Gorgon is to look her in the eyes and, in the exchange of gazes, to cease to 
be oneself, a living being, and to become, like her, the Power of death. To stare at Gorgo 
is to lose oneÕs sight in her eyes and to be transformed into stone, an unseeing, opaque 
objectÕ (Jean-Pierre Vernant, Mortals and Immortals: Collected Essays (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1991), 137). 
112 ÔThe necessary response to such corruption, he [Babbitt] insists, is Òto bring once 
more into honor the broad, masculine, and vigorous distinction. We might then have a 
type of writing that is not intended primarily for women and men in their unmasculine 
moods, − for the tired scientist and fagged philologist and the weary man of businessÕÕÕ 
(Glavey, 806). 
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honoured by OÕHara, a model of love based on unlikeness. OÕHaraÕs desire can be found 
in ÔOde: Salute to the French Negro PoetsÕ: Ôfor if there is fortuity itÕs in the love we bear 
each otherÕs differences / in race which is the poetic ground on which we rear our 
smilesÕ (305). Ultimately, for OÕHara, Ôthe only truth is face to face, the poem whose 
words become your mouth / and dying in black and white we fight for what we love, not 
areÕ (305). What we ÔareÕ is threatened with becoming statuary.  
The queer reading of queer desire as the love for those who can be identified 
with, who are irremediably like oneself (narcissistic), is a kind of damage to the 
transgressive desire that queerness otherwise implies. This argument has a bearing on the 
role of petrifaction in the poem. A model of otherness that understands someone of the 
same sex to be somehow insufficiently other as to block narcissistic self-love is deaf to 
the subtleties of difference which art appreciation might expect itself to encourage. 
Statuary performs at least two roles in ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ: the ones we love 
and/or suffer for become statuesque, and at the close of the poem, the body which has 
become sepulchral, a Ôcancerous statueÕ of its memories of love, is wilfully forgotten. The 
rejection of the Ôaquiline serpent [that] comes to resemble the MedusaÕ is the rejection of 
Hart CraneÕs desire for ephemerality to open onto eternity.113 The poem refuses to allow 
those caught in the lyric gaze to become petrified, and refuses to allow the poet to 
become a petrified excrescence of past experiences. Part three describes the 
Ômountainous-minded Greeks [who] could speak / of time as a river and step across it 
into Persia, leaving the pain / at home to be converted into statuaryÕ.114 Few accounts 
                                                
113 See Brian Reed, Hart Crane: After His Lights (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 
2006), 208. 
114 See Simon Richter, LaocoonÕs Body and the Aesthetics of Pain (Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, 1992). 
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treat this poem as an elegy for lost love as well as a self-reflexive restatement of poetic 
and experiential fluidity but its account of statuary as the petrifaction of suffering 
reminds us that this is an elegy for feelings. When OÕHara writes, ÔI adore the Roman 
copiesÕ, his preference is taken as camp, Ôan avoidance of art that would convert pain into 
stone monumentalityÕ.115 We can read it as a covert education, Roman sculptors 
conducting tactile restorations of artworks originally expressive of Greek love.  
Why does the loved one become a statue? Herder offers one explanation, and his 
significance to the development of art history, and the recognition of the figura 
serpentinata, is so valuable as it depends on his readings of a number of sculptures 
preserved in reproduction at Mannheim, Dsseldorf. This collection included copies of 
all three of the Apollo Belvedere, the Laocon and the Belvedere Torso, and was perhaps the 
most significant site of WinckelmannÕs education, too.  
In response to the debate raging over what is known as MolyneuxÕs problem 
(whether a man who was born blind and understood the world through his sense of 
touch could distinguish between shapes if his sight miraculously returned) Herder 
concludes: Ôsight reveals merely shapes, but touch alone reveals bodiesÕ.116 According to Herder we 
learn to see by using our sense of touch, sight being Ôbut an abbreviated form of touchÕ which 
provides us with only ÔdreamsÕ rather than touchÕs ÔtruthÕ. Sight, absent from ontogenetic 
                                                
115 Shaw, 93. 
116 Johann Gottfried Herder, Sculpture: Some Observations on Shape and Form from PygmalionÕs 
Creative Dream, ed. and trans. Jason Gaiger (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002), 
35. Pater refers to the Ôstatues worn with kissingÕ of the Greeks (Pater, ÔWinckelmann,Õ 
203). 
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development with touch, could not account for concepts such as solidity, mass, volume, 
and depth. The primary art form to display this knowledge is of course sculpture.117  
Sculpture affords Herder the substance of a critique of LessingÕs separation of 
the arts. For Lessing the visual arts (primarily painting, but categorically inclusive of 
sculpture) operated through spatial arrangements, while poetry developed through time 
(an echo of which we saw earlier in Walter Pater). Jason Gaiger helpfully underscores 
that this is a rhetorical distinction, a difference in modes of address. Against LessingÕs 
semiotics (visual data divorced of its material depth), Gaiger posits HerderÕs Ôaccount of 
our human embodied existence and of the sensual and imaginative capacities through 
which we experience the worldÕ.118 Though this simple distinction space/time has been 
the dominant message of Lessing, it was necessary only to his prioritised analysis of 
catharsis in aesthetic experience. Poetry (time) could ask of its audience a powerful 
empathy of emotion and physical pain; art (space) needed to withdraw from such 
rhetorical acts because of its prior commitment to beauty. The production of empathetic 
harm in the viewer of the artwork would prevent the necessary experience of beauty: the 
portrayal of suffering cannot be so successful as to appear ugly. LessingÕs account of 
                                                
117 Marjorie Perloff picked up on the self-reflexive possibilities of OÕHaraÕs reading of 
David Smith: writing in 1961 (five years after the composition of ÔIn MemoryÕ) OÕHara 
writes: ÔUnification is approached by inviting the eye to travel over the complicated 
surface exhaustively, rather than inviting it to settle on the whole first and then explore 
details. It is the esthetic of culmination rather than examinationÕ (OÕHara quoted in 
Marjorie Perloff, ÔFrank OÕHara and the Aesthetics of Attention,Õ Frank OÕHara: To Be 
True to a City, ed. Jim Elledge (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1990). 156-188 
(177).  
118 Gaiger in Herder, 17. 
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sight remains largely a synchronic one, a kind of timelessness that makes little sense if we 
conceive of perception in HerderÕs terms of tactility, a tactility that requires time, and 
itself suggests the interrelation of sensory perception such that no art form could be 
formed exclusively of any one dominant perceptual apparatus. The fundamental 
distinction between artforms is tied up in the interpretation of visual art that reduces the 
influence of corporeal knowledge implicit in perception. This proto-phenomenological 
knowledge of sight as a form of touch, advocated by Herder, opens aesthetics up further 
to LessingÕs disquiet over fostering empathy with suffering, because it provides further 
evidence of the erotics of aesthetic reception experienced in the pleasures of viewing 
sculpture: LessingÕs squeamishness over the contamination of suffering becomes a 
prudishness over the empathetic erotics of sculpture. LessingÕs distinction between art 
mediums is tied to a disavowal of a phenomenology of aesthetics that privileges an erotic 
recuperation of the nude: can the separation of the arts be LessingÕs concern at a latent 
homosexual gaze? 
If, for Herder, our visual perception is always tacitly a kind of touching, then can 
we also find a similar expression of embodiment in the empathetically experienced turn 
of the reader in the prosody of enjambment, both in general, and heightened in the 
serpentine turns of OÕHaraÕs poem? Prosodic turns, too, require a phenomenology, and 
the decisiveness of OÕHaraÕs finale is successful in its feeling of a decision made because it 
echoes our physical, tactile recognition of turning, of changing direction and striking out. 
The turn of the serpent is a model of the diachronics of presentness. If twentieth century 
semiotics has been Ôthe discovery and/or construction of synchronic structural models to 
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account for concrete phenomenaÕ, then the turn is the figure of resistance; the turn 
makes no sense synchronically.119 Herder writes:  
 
The eye that gathers impressions is no longer the eye that sees a depiction on a 
surface; it becomes a hand, the ray of light becomes a finger and the imagination 
becomes a form of immediate touching.120  
 
The critique of the separation (purification, in the language of Greenberg) of the arts is 
accomplished by the critique of the separation of the senses, not by a mystification of 
synaesthesia, for example, but by an ontogenetics of perception, the intrinsic connectivity 
of knowledge through the senses. The purification of art forms would require the modal 
separation of sensory experience. HerderÕs aesthetics of sculpture understands as its 
primary reception the Ôline of beautyÕ which is but one version of the figura serpentinata. 
That is, a loose definition of the figura serpentinata describes both the involution or torque 
of the figure of the statue, but also and equally, our perceptual replay of its contours, the 
figure of our looking:  
 
The beautiful line that constantly varies its course is never forcefully broken or 
contorted, but rolls over the body with beauty and splendor; it is never at rest but 
always moving forward, creating the flow and fullness of that delightful, gently 
softened corporeality that knows nothing of surfaces, or of angles and corners.121 
                                                
119 W.J.T. Mitchell, The Language of Images (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980), 
271. 
120 Herder, 19. 
121 Ibid., 40.  
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This is a pygmalion-like erotics of sculpture.122 The sculptor chooses as muse an 
individual (or an ideal individual) to carve, and every indentation in the making of the 
body of the statue is the caress of the double of this ideal. Furthermore, in our 
perception of the sculpture, we too caress it because, as described in an astonishing 
passage, our visual perception is a spectral form of touching: 
 
[H]is eye becomes his hand and the ray of light his finger, or rather, his soul has a 
finger that is yet finer than his hand or the ray of light. With his soul he seeks to 
grasp the image that arose from the arm and the soul of the artist. Now he has it! 
The illusion has worked; the sculpture lives and his soul feels that it lives.123 
 
This is furia, the feeling of life in our attention. HerderÕs erotics of perception is, 
however, betrayed by his pathos-laden apostrophe to the sculptor who finds no muse 
(reminding me of OÕHaraÕs ÔHaving a Coke with YouÕ: Ôand what good does all the 
                                                
122 The use of Pygmalion in WinckelmannÕs discussion of the Belvedere Apollo is 
recounted by MacLeod: Ôthe viewer of the androgynous statue falls into raptures before 
the object of his gaze, and in turn his gaze imbues the state with his own lifeÕ (Embodying 
Ambiguity, 39). Richard Halpern interprets the queer aesthetics of Shakespeare and Wilde 
as a sublimation of the struggle with St PaulÕs Epistle to the Romans, which suggests that 
the Greeks were afflicted with homosexuality as divine punishment for worshipping 
statues (ShakespeareÕs Perfume: Sodomy and Sublimity in the Sonnets, Wilde, Freud, and Lacan 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002), 2-4). 
123 Herder, 41. 
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research of the Impressionists do them / when they never got the right person to stand 
near the tree when the sun sankÕ (360)): Herder writes:  
 
Pity the sculptor of an Apollo or a Hercules who has never embraced the body of 
an Apollo, who has never touched, even in a dream, the breast or the back of a 
Hercules. Truly from nothing, there can arise only nothing: the ray of light, touching 
nothing, can never become the warm, creative hand.124 
 
If this describes how sculpture is a concretion of the sculptorÕs, and the viewerÕs touch, 
then how does this other become the Ôcancerous statueÕ? The sculpture becomes a 
monumental metastasis of embraces and caresses, the body becoming other than itself 
via this tactile iteration until its likeness is so ÔlikeÕ the self, in fact, that it must be 
wantonly ÔforgottenÕ. Though this love may indeed Ôbecome artÕ it isnÕt clear that OÕHara 
privileges ÔartÕ here. Art is a reification of suffering as statuary which isnÕt, therefore, 
suffering or love ÔnowÕ. The statue is a malignant extrusion formed by the necrosis of 
becoming like the lover, until their otherness is subsumed in identity and therefore no 
longer what Freud called Ôthe condition of love [Liebesbedingung]Õ.125 The poem saves the 
ÔyouÕ who ÔI am not quiteÕ, which is Ôcoiled around the central figure, / the heartÕ. The 
phallic serpent that crafts selves must remain irreducible to the ÔselfÕ thus sustaining 
loveÕs Ôlife giving vulgarityÕ (ÔPersonism,Õ 499).126  
                                                
124 Ibid., 42. 
125 See Jacques-Alain Miller, ÔLoveÕs Labyrinths,Õ Lacanian Ink 8 (1994), 7-13 (8).  
126 Such an argument ups the ante for the following passage from ÔOn RachmaninoffÕs 
BirthdayÕ 
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MichelangeloÕs sculptures must have appeared to OÕHara to be profound and 
passionate elegies to the absence of the body here and now; they are tactile and tangible 
memorials to real feeling.127 The bodily knowledge of our perception, evidenced in the 
language of the ÔhandlingÕ of the male form, the sensitivity of the sfumato and the 
softening of ÔtouchÕ in MichelangeloÕs sketches, is a performative bond, an empathy of 
felt experience. The pathos of this poem is the contradiction of memory as succour, as 
physical and emotional empathy with past experience, and the palpability of its loss. 
But what of this serpent? Why does OÕHara return to snakelike forms so 
frequently in his poetry and how does his familiarity with visual culture inform his 
subject matter and his style?  
                                                                                                                                      
 I am so glad that Larry Rivers made a 
statue of me 
 
and now I hear that my penis is on all  
the statues of all the young sculptors whoÕve  
seen it 
 
instead of the Picasso no-penis shep- 
herd and its influence Ð for presence is  
better than absence, if you love excess. (190) 
 
127 As Herder writes: ÔThe monuments they [the Ancient Greeks] produced are the 
classical products of their feeling hands, just as their writings are the work of their 
sensitive human minds. They stand like lighthouses in the tempestuous ocean of time, 
and the sailor who steers by them will never lose his wayÕ (60). 
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 5. The Serpent 
 
We can understand the figura serpentinata as both the involution or torque of the figure of 
the statue, and also and equally, our perceptual replay of its contours, the figure of our 
looking. T.J. ClarkÕs remarkable close-reading in The Sight of Death (on which I rely in the 
following passage), of Nicolas PoussinÕs Landscape with a Man Killed by a Snake (c. 1648) 
illustrates the contradictory aspects of the snake-form with which I understand OÕHara 
to be enamoured. By rigor mortis this snake has made of its victim a statue, against 
which it turns in luxurious obscenity. It is Ôslithering abjection suddenly raising itself 
erect, rearing higher than LaoconÕs headÕ; it us an Ôabstract track, an empty tube, down 
which energy flowsÕ, the obscene inside coming out, a figure of our intestinal tracts 
devouring us.128 The snake is a kind of pure energy, furia made manifest (Ôthe bare fact of 
causation given a bodyÕ, ÔIt is the soulÕ), yet its liveliness feeds off its deathly promise.129 
It is endless motion and a kind of ÔquietnessÕ; a stillness, a waiting. Clark emphasises that 
the snake is Ôa body that can constantly recreate its own form, and seems to have no 
ÔgivenÕ or optimum disposition of its parts in spaceÕ.130 It is barely visible hiding in the 
ÔfernsÕ yet pure fascination when seen. It is the Ômost ambivalent of all thingsÕ, the very 
figure of change.131 Clark writes: ÔThe snake Ð to allegorize Ð is image flow, the draping 
                                                
128 The Sight of Death: An Experiment in Art Writing (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 2006), 177 
129 Ibid., 178. 
130 Ibid., 179. 
131 Ibid., 178.  
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of sheer visuality over every bodily nook and cranny; and the real death, the real 
darkness, that results.Õ132 The snake is the manifestation of the tactile perceptual contours 
described so eloquently by Herder, and it is the predation of our gaze, our 
comprehension of the mortality of those we witness.  
WeÕve seen representations of the human figure twisted on its spine, and the 
twisting of the serpent around the body. OÕHara, however, was surrounded by works of 
abstraction, forged in modernismÕs ÔcrisisÕ of figuration. At the turn from an expression 
of the sinuous contours of suffering or pleasure, or both, in representations of the 
human form, to the expression of the possibilities of the sinuous human form, as 
suffering and its pleasures recorded on canvas, we find Jackson Pollock.133  
There is a certain inevitability in describing PollockÕs works with terminology 
analogous to the serpentine: in his description of Number 1, 1948, Clark describes the 
Ôrope-like (literally string-thick) horizontal throws of white, seemingly the first things to 
be put down; most of them overlain by subsequent throws of black, aluminium and so 
onÕ.134 OÕHara describes PollockÕs Ôstrange, serpentine flourish[es]Õ, the Ôquick, instinctive 
                                                
132 Ibid., 177. 
133 On OÕHara and Pollock see David L. Sweet, ÔParodic Nostalgia for Aesthetic 
Machismo: Frank OÕHara and Jackson Pollock,Õ Journal of Modern Literature 23.3/4 (2000), 
375-391; and Charles AltieriÕs brilliant ÔContingency as Compositional Principle in Fifties 
Poetics,Õ in The Scene of My Selves: New Work on New York School Poets, ed. Terence Diggory 
and Stephen Paul Miller (Orono, Maine: National Poetry Foundation, 2001), 359-384. An 
astonishing comparison between OÕHara and Willem de Kooning is offered by J.H. 
Prynne, ÔA Discourse on Willem de KooningÕs Rosy-Fingered Dawn at Louse Point,Õ act 
2 (1996), 34Ð73.  
134 Jackson Pollock, Number 1, 1948, Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1948. Oil and 
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rightness of lineÕ.135 OÕHara in ÔOde on CausalityÕ (302-3), a poem with strong 
connections to ÔIn MemoryÕ, writes that ÔeveryoneÕ is Ôsupposed to be veined, like 
marbleÕ:  
 
                                                                                                                                      
enamel paint on unprimed canvas, 172.7cm x 264.2 cm. T.J. Clark, Farewell to an Idea: 
Episodes from a History of Modernism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 312. On 
Number 1A, 1948 see the ÒJackson Pollock Conservation ProjectÓ blog run by MOMA 
here: http://www.moma.org/explore/inside_out/category/jackson-pollock-project 
(accessed 20th November 2014). Though I land on this major work for reasons that will 
become clear, and the insight of a serpentinate line stands for much of PollockÕs mature 
work, consider also the following from Jackson Pollock, A Catalogue Raisonn of Paintings, 
Drawings, and Other Works, ed. Francis Valentine O'Connor and Eugene Victor Thaw. 
Volume 2: Paintings 1948-1955 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1978): nos. 201 and 
202, p. 23 (both enamel on gesso on paper, 1948); or Summertime; Number 9A (1958), 26-
7. Consider also the ink and enamel on paper experiments of 1950 and 1951 (for 
example no. 797 on 278), reproduced in Volume 3: Drawings, 1930-1956, as above. 
135 OÕHara, ÔJackson Pollock,Õ in Art Chronicles 1954-1966 (New York: Braziller, 1974), 24, 
26. Since ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ was written around what OÕHara took to be his 
thirtieth birthday, we might look to PollockÕs Male and Female, what OÕHara describes as 
PollockÕs Ôfirst masterpieceÕ, also composed as the artist turned thirty. In it, according to 
OÕHaraÕs description, which certainly resonates with the poem, we read: Ôthe two 
protagonists face each other in a welter of cabalistic signs and numbers, and emotional 
flurries. They are in search of a unifying symbol. This unity is found by Pollock through 
the confusion of their aims and choices, in the unity of their search, which is mutualÕ 
(ÔJackson PollockÕ, 17).  
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the rock is least living of the forms man has fucked 
and it isnÕt pathetic and itÕs lasting, one towering tree 
in the vast smile of bronze and vertiginous grasses  
[...] 
 and like that child at your grave make me be distant and imaginative 
 make my lines thin as ice, then swell like pythons 
 the color of Aurora when she first brought fire to the Arctic in a sled (303)136 
 
There is evidence, too, that Pollock developed his own work in the light of the figura 
serpentinata of Michelangelo.137 Pollock, however, takes the serpentine up into his bodily 
                                                
136 OÕHara writes: ÔThere has never been enough said about PollockÕs draftsmanship, that 
amazing ability to quicken a line by thinning it, to slow it by flooding, to elaborate that 
simplest of elements, the line-to change, to reinvigorate, to extend, to build up an 
embarrassment of riches in the mass by draftsman has always dreamed of: color. The 
quick, instinctive rightness of line in a work like the Drawing of 1950 is present in 
profusion in the major works of this period, whether it takes on the cool Baroque quality 
of Number 2, 1949, or fuses in a passionate exhalation, as in Lavender MistÕ (ÔJackson 
Pollock,Õ 32) 
137 Consider no. 406, ÔColored pencil on paper. Numbered Ò5Ó upper right cornerÕ, 
described as ÔAnalytical studies of Michelangelo's Jonah (vertical) and a nude youth 
(horizontal) framing creation of Woman panel from Sistine CeilingÕ, reproduced in 
Jackson Pollock, A Catalogue Raisonn, Volume 3: Drawings, 1930-1956, as above, 19; 
also no. 450, ÔStudy of youth near Sacrifice of Noah on Sistine Chapel,Õ 52; and no. 451, 
ÔStudy of nude youth framing the Separation of Light from Darkness panel from 
Michelangelo's Sistine Ceiling,Õ 52.  
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performance, such that a tracing of form leaves not representation but residue.138 Rather 
than represent the serpent, Pollock acts as it, as the snake for whom, according to Clark, 
Ôeverything is sensate and animateÕ, thus explaining Ôthe serpentÕs love of involution Ð its 
touching and coiling and circling back on itself Ð as if it needed, as part of its life, to 
enjoy its own fluidityÕ; or, as OÕHara writes, Ôin painting everything is animateÕ.139 OÕHara 
and Pollock were both motivated by the premonition of death, heightening their 
                                                
138 OÕHara describes the scale of PollockÕs work: ÔThe scale of the painting became that 
of the painterÕs body, not the image of the body, and the setting for the scale, which 
would include all referents, would be the canvas surface itself. Upon this field the physical 
energies of the artist operate in actual detail, in full scaleÉ. It is the physical reality of the 
artist and his activity of expressing it, united with the spiritual reality of the artist in a 
oneness which has no need for the mediation of metaphor or symbol. It is Action 
Painting.Õ (ÔJackson Pollock,Õ 35) 
139 Clark, Sight of Death, 180. OÕHara: ÔThis is not a mystical state, but the accumulation of 
decisions along the way and the eradication of conflicting beliefs toward the total 
engagement of the spirit in the expression of meaning. So difficult is the achievement 
thatÉ it seems that a maximum of decisions has already been made in the process, that 
the artist has reached a limitless space of air and light in which the spirit can act freely 
and with unpremeditated knowledge. His action is immediately art, not through will, not 
through esthetic posture, but through a singleness of purpose which is the result of all 
the rejected qualifications and found convictions forced upon him by his strange ascent.Õ 
(ÔJackson Pollock,Õ 25-6) 
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dedication to the spontaneities and contingencies of their craft.140 In our poem the 
necrotic memorials of past love must be abandoned in order for the serpent, that 
contradictory license of life in death, and death in life, to elude the reification of loss as 
personality. PollockÕs relationship to the statuesque is precisely that of OÕHaraÕs turn 
away from the cancerous statue. Enough of the touch, enough of the displacement of 
feeling onto the facture of brush on canvas which, in foregrounding touch becomes the 
reification and the elegy for it. As OÕHara calls for the murder of the statue and for the 
salvation of the serpent, so Pollock rises off the canvas. His decision to lay the canvas on 
the ground, and to drip and spatter paint on canvases that exceeded 6 foot across, meant 
his stance, his pose, when painting began to echo that serpentine figure, MyronÕs 
Discobolus (Figure 4). Figures 5, 6 and 7 are taken from Hans NamuthÕs extraordinary 
series of portraits of Pollock, first published in Art News as ÔPollock Paints a PictureÕ.141 
Pollock paints whilst moving in an out of balance, back and forth across the canvas: he is 
the figura serpentinata performing.  
<Insert figures 4, 5, 6, 7 near here> 
 
 
                                                
140 ÔThe slightest loss of attention leads to death.Õ OÕHara, in the television film David 
Smith: Sculpting Master of Bolton Landing; reprinted in OÕHara, WhatÕs With Modern Art? ed. 
Bill Berkson (Austin, Texas: Mike & DaleÕs Press, 1999), 27.  
141 Robert Goodnough, ÔPollock Paints a Picture,Õ Art News 50.3 (1951), 38Ð41, 60Ð6; on 
which compare Francis OÕConnor, ÔHans NamuthÕs Photographs of Jackson Pollock as 
Art Historical Documentation,Õ Art Journal 39.1 (1979), 48-49; and Catherine M. 
Soussloff, ÔJackson PollockÕs Post-Ritual Performance,Õ TDR 48.1 (2004), 60-78. 
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Conclusion 
 
What, finally, does the figura serpentinata look like in language? There are several examples 
in the closing of this poem, most notably its shape, each line beginning from the surge of 
the previous line, before turning back. The serpentine winds in abstract space between the 
lines of language of the conclusion. The most perfect fulguration, however, is the figure 
of ÔyetÕ; the ÔAnd yetÕ is precisely that turn, the undulation on the heels in which the 
situation remains but we face the other way, a form of resolution.142 The ÔyetÕ is the 
serpentÕs forked tongue, the duplicity of speech enunciating its contradictions. The ÔyetÕ 
is (according to the OED) Ô[i]mplying continuance from a previous time up to and at the 
presentÕ and Ôimplying contrast to a futureÕ. It can indicate, contrarily, Ôreference to future 
timeÕ, to indicate that something will go on happening. The word turns on its heels, to be 
used when Ôintroducing an additional fact or circumstance which is adverse to, or the 
contrary of what would naturally be expected from, that just mentionedÕ. Crucially Ôand 
yetÕ is also used with superlatives to mean Ôfurther, furthermore, moreoverÕ. In describing 
Michelangelo, Walter Pater writes: ÔThis creation of life, life coming always as relief or 
recovery, and always in strong contrast with the rough-hewn mass in which it is 
kindledÕ.143 ÔAnd yetÕ is just such a recovery. The Ôgrotesque birthÕ at the close of ÔIn 
MemoryÕ allows OÕHara, in WilkinsonÕs reading, to Ôreanimate the dead by shattering 
                                                
142 Walter Benjamin describes the allegorical situated in the dead-world of melancholy: 
ÔFor it is to misunderstand the allegorical entirely if we make a distinction between the 
store of images, in which this about-turn into salvation and redemption takes place, and 
that grim store which signifies death and damnationÕ (Walter Benjamin, The Origin of 
German Tragic Drama, trans. John Osborne (London: Verso, 1990), 232). 
143 Pater, Greek Studies, 65. 
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their monuments and breaking their statues, disdaining to shore fragments, and they 
wrestle with their own marmorializing tendency. Artistic monuments are restored in the 
instant of encounter with their undeniable greatness; restoration provokes their further 
collapseÕ.144 The figura serpentinata cannot be seen synoptically. It is the figure turning to 
and from you, and the oily trace of your attention around its forms, a trace which is 
desiring, decisive and deathly. Amidst an elusive, serpentine poem, which I cannot seem 
to see all of, all at once, but move my attention partially within, we come across the ÔyetÕ, 
rhetorical furia, the poet turning on a dime, committing the about-turn into a salvific and 
singular song. 
 
And now it is the serpentÕs turn. 
I am not quite you, but almost, the opposite of visionary. 
You are coiled around the central figure,  
             the heart   (256) 
 
Not only is it the ÔserpentÕs turnÕ in the argument of the poem, but the ÔserpentÕs 
turnÕ is itself a figure of ÔnowÕ Ð now is the serpentÕs turn. What does the serpent turn 
between? The ÔIÕ is the Ôopposite of visionaryÕ, which is precisely the elegiac. If the poet 
chooses not to be the prophetic poet after Whitman, or Crane, he is also rejecting the 
poet as Apollo. Apollo, in murdering Python, becomes the prophet-poet. Because the 
serpent is also the prophecy of death, we can judge the ÔturnÕ to be the force of the 
contradiction between prophecy and elegy, the death behind and the death ahead.145 The 
                                                
144 Wilkinson, 103-4. 
145 Morton FeldmanÕs extraordinary eulogy for OÕHara understands the Ôunbelievably 
painfulÕ place of death in OÕHaraÕs thinking: ÔDeath seems the only metaphor distant 
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turn of the serpent is the figure of mobility, of a charming quickness and attention, 
sprezzatura.  
The serpent is Ôcoiled around[É] the heartÕ, and the ÔheartÕ is beautifully placed at 
the end of the line, the serpentine lines of the poem coiled round but not yet constricting 
it. So the serpent is not the figure of the heart, that ÔtruthÕ or ÔrealÕ that so deceives. The 
poem establishes an impasse between the ÔIÕ speaking and the ÔyouÕ who is (arguably) the 
serpent being addressed. The line ÔI am not quite you, but almost, the opposite of 
visionaryÕ, can be read in either of two ways: ÔI amÉ the opposite of visionaryÕ or Ôyou 
[are] the opposite of visionaryÕ. Such grammatical shiftiness is the quality of the 
serpentine. If the Ôopposite of visionaryÕ is precisely the elegiac, the serpent is the deathly 
presentness, to which the ÔIÕ subject is always lagging. The poet trapped in the deathly 
gaze explains in what way the poet is Ônot quiteÕ this serpent. The Python, defending the 
oracular heart, prophesies death for mortals, a spur to its mobility.  
What does the serpent kill? We know Ôthe prey / is always fragile and like 
somethingÕ [my emphasis]. At the close of the poem the ÔIÕ must ÔkillÕ, and kill by singing 
(ÔsinglyÕ) the Ôscene of my selvesÕ, in order to Ôsave the serpentÕ. How, though, to ÔkillÕ 
what is already ÔlostÕ? Has the elegiac poet lost presentness in his or her nostalgic 
embrace of the multitudes of past time? If the ÔpresentÕ is the Ôscene of my [memorial] 
selvesÕ the despatching of those selves makes available to the present a new mobility. The 
elegy in general is a poem of reckoning; it faces what is ÔlostÕ and, by memorializing, 
                                                                                                                                      
enough to truly measure our existence. Frank understood this. This is why these poems, 
so colloquial, so conversational, nevertheless seem to be reaching us from some other, 
infinitely distant place. Bad artists throughout history have always tried to make art like 
life. Only the artist who is close to his own life gives us an art that is like deathÕ (quoted 
by Shaw, 24).  
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newly kills it, makes it more definitively of the past. The elegy as a memorial is anathema 
to the life of the person or thing being remembered; memory is a form of death in life, 
that which is remembered losing, or re-losing, presentness. This poem seeks elegy as 
serpentine turn; presentness in and against perpetuity. This poem seeks to turn on that 
paradox, and so to make present experience possible again; it seeks to take that which is 
lost, and kill it.  
How do we pull back from this close reading to more general concerns about the 
value of the figura serpentinata in late-modernism? If a comparison between OÕHara and 
Pollock is legitimate we must try and account for the fundamental differences between 
the abstraction of a painterly artwork and the related possibilities for the literary arts (and 
thus return to the subject of interdisciplinarity). When Pollock seeks to withdraw from 
the representation of figures he becomes at once the enactment of presence and the 
absence documented by the artwork. In ClarkÕs terms Pollock is at once Ônon- or super-
humanÕ.146 If OÕHara is doing anything like Pollock we need to wonder whether he too 
can take on the performance of representation, leaving the artwork, the poem, to be the 
contradiction of action and trace. All PollockÕs drip paintings are at once exhibitions of 
presentness, recreated in the serpentine contours of the viewer, and elegies for the 
presentness which can only be a trace of the life of their maker. If, as Clark says, Pollock 
Ôwished to be ÒinÓ his painting and out of himselfÕ, is it possible, too, for OÕHara to be 
ÒinÓ the prosody of his poem and out of himself, and thus Ônot quiteÕ the heart?147 If 
PollockÕs art is that of action rather than of representation, he must find a way to actively 
avoid the interference of digressive likenesses, all the ways in which conventional forms 
of painting find it so hard to avoid the quick gloss of recognition. Hence PollockÕs Ôdrip 
                                                
146 Clark, Farewell, 331. 
147 Ibid., 332. 
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paintings are involved in an effort to dismantle or jam metaphorÕ.148 Again, how to Ôjam 
metaphorÕ in language? The irony of PollockÕs attempt is that the final figure, the source 
that cannot be excluded is the body that paints. Clark writes: ÔReference is imperturbable. 
Abstraction is parasitic on likeness, however much achievement in abstraction may 
depend on fighting that conclusion to the deathÕ.149  
Clark connects the pathos of modern art to the Ôcontinual emptying and forcing 
of mediumÕ, but sets a limit to its intent:  
 
Pathos is a mood or condition that cannot tolerate outright negativity. It does not 
go in for pessimism of strength. In its heart of hearts, modernism is touchingly 
honest about its own petty-bourgeois will to power.150 
 
OÕHaraÕs poem, too, is concerned with strength of spirit and decisiveness, though it is 
also a critique of the modernist hero, striving for autonomy through abstraction, and 
striving through its heterosexual homosociality.151 The pathos of Pollock is its heart; it is 
deadly earnestness. We need to believe in the seriousness of his line-making; OÕHaraÕs 
genius is to wish for the site of contradiction between pathos and bathos, giving in to 
neither. An earlier claim to this effect is that of Trotter, who describes OÕHaraÕs work as 
both Ôsaying in the fullest sense (a shameless intimacy, a declaration of allegiance) and 
not-saying in the fullest sense (an utterance or an awareness which erases subjectivity)Õ, 
                                                
148 Ibid., 356. 
149 Ibid., 364. 
150 Ibid., 314. 
151 On the hero see Ladkin, ÔOrnate and Explosive Grief,Õ 221-51. 
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which excludes Ôany midpoint, any equilibriumÕ.152 The poet is Ôfully committed to the 
pathos of authenticity and the pathos of loveÕ and yet his ÔSongs of Myself provoke their 
opposite, an anti-pathos which founds them and which they in their turn supportÕ.153 By 
recognizing this contradiction OÕHara could Ôarticulate new and powerful versions of 
subjectivity.Õ Trotter beautifully glosses the title of the poem as a Ôdouble pathosÕ, Ônot 
just the poetÕs feelings but his pious feelings about those feelings (there wonÕt be a dry 
eye in the house).Õ154 The conclusion of the poem is therefore that the pathos-machineÕ 
of the heart will be placed at Ôease [É] by a full and ruthless acknowledgement of its 
opposite, the implacable Medusa-headÕ.155 Trotter comments, Ôa poet celebrated for his 
feeling cannot have found it easy to acknowledge the necessity of no-feeling.Õ Against 
Trotter, however, we must see the concretion of feelings by their memorialisation as the 
real danger: fear of the serpent can lead to immobility (since the serpent Ôcomes to 
resemble the MedusaÕ), the liveliness of sentiment becoming its own sepulchre if it lacks 
sufficient ÔcourageÕ (as PersonismÕ puts it). Not Ôno-feelingÕ, then, but an elegy to make 
sure we do not die inside the accretion of our own past feelings.  
 OÕHaraÕs poetry does not speciously represent abstraction through a myth of the end 
of metaphor. It understands instead why though we might seek abstraction in the first 
place, and that is for the endless difference of the Ônot quiteÕ; the serpent is the figure of 
that abstraction, and it is the Ônot quiteÕ which understands the danger of becoming the 
sepulchre of past love. It knows instead that Ôwe fight for what we love not areÕ. ReedÕs 
interpretation understands the self and serpent as Ônot wholly oneÕ, and writes that the 
                                                
152 Trotter, 155-6. 
153 Ibid., 157. 
154 Ibid., 159.  
155 Ibid., 164.  
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Ôtrue fulfilmentÕ of ÔloveÕ remains here Ôquite conventionally as a heartÕ.156 OÕHaraÕs turn is 
arguably more elusive: the ÔIÕ must not come to dominate the close of this poem, as 
source of its decisiveness. The serpent is precisely the figure of Ônot quiteÕ, of the need 
for a perpetuating separation of the reified ÔIÕ, of the persistence of an address to ÔyouÕ, 
preventing the ÔcancerousÕ narcissism of the love poet. The renunciation which is 
abstraction is replayed in OÕHara as the renunciation of that which is most important to 
him Ð and hereÕs where my reading differs from the typical account of OÕHara Ð that 
renunciation is not only of the ÔselfÕ but of what is loved: again Ôwe fight for what we love 
not areÕ. What OÕHara renounces ÔagainstÕ his will, ÔagainstÕ his love, is the concretion of 
his love, the self formed by the looks and the touches and the talk exchanged. It is an act 
of great courage. In Farewell to an Idea, T.J. Clark picks out Number 1, 1948 for especial 
praise: if asked what he means by Ômodernism and contingencyÕ, he shall point to this 
painting. The reason I landed on ClarkÕs understanding of Pollock, aside from that I find 
it the most compelling account of PollockÕs significance, is because of this description 
which seems so uncannily apt for ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ:  
 
The marks in these paintings, as I understand them, are not meant to be read as 
consistent traces of a making subject, but rather as a texture of interruptions, 
gaps, zigzags, a-rhythms and incorrectnesses: all of which signify a making, no 
doubt, but at the same time the absence of a singular maker Ð if by that we mean 
a central, continuous psyche persisting from start to finish. [Jackson Pollock] 
ÔThere is no accident, just as there is no beginning and no end.Õ Of course this 
enactment of absence may be as much of a fiction as the assertion of presence it 
is aimed against. Even this is sometimes admitted. Part of what is special about 
                                                
156 Reed, 208. 
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Number 1, 1948, for example, is the degree to which it never makes up its mind 
about its own non- or super-humanness. The picture is labyrinthine but centered 
on a possible human scale. [É] He wished to be ÔinÕ his painting and out of 
himself.157  
 
Pollock is traditionally understood as the artist of presence, with presence understood in 
the (American) terminology of action. Clark concludes instead that painting for Pollock 
was Ôa way to be certain of having truly divested oneself of the ÔI.ÕÕ158 The move is a 
brilliant one. Rather than making Pollock the avatar for a pragmatic immediacy, getting 
things done, he also and at once makes himself disappear. The convoluted lines he 
performs are themselves an elegy to the presence he has just lost; each moment of 
presence is documented, and that documentation is the making apparent of the absence 
of the maker. PollockÕs relationship to the statuesque is precisely that of OÕHaraÕs turn 
away from the cancerous statue.159 Enough of the touch, enough of the displacement of 
feeling onto the facture of brush on canvas which, in foregrounding touch, becomes the 
reification and the elegy for it. As OÕHara calls for the murder of the statue and for the 
salvation of the serpent, so Pollock rises off the canvas. This is the force of his elegy: the 
pathos of Pollock, and OÕHara, pretends to be an elegy for pastness on behalf of 
presentness, when instead it is the making apparent of the desperate fact of the elegy 
within presentness, the continual lostness of immediacy, which is its burden, and its joy.  
                                                
157 Clark, Farewell, 330-2. 
158 Ibid., 332. 
159 On the Promethean challenge of OÕHaraÕs Ôanti-monumentalismÕ, against which the 
Ôartwork lives and dies only in encounter, see Wilkinson, 104-5. 
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If a comparison of OÕHara and Pollock is to hold sway, it must recognise this 
elegiac quality in PollockÕs presence and absence. Presence is performed, and its residue 
is its elegy. This is the kind of elegy OÕHara makes of ÔIn Memory of My FeelingsÕ. When 
looking at PollockÕs work we can trace each swift gesture, replay in our minds the 
rhetorical flourish of the performance, and each action is a fresh mobility inside the 
pentimento, the ghosts of past acts. Or we dissipate our attention, try to take it all in, and 
perceive only the glorious absence of its maker, the way in which each legible stroke fails 
to capture, finally, Pollock: each stroke is another serpent of Ônot quite youÕ wrapped 
around the heart. Abstraction here is not so much the absence of figuration as the refusal 
to make oneself an elegy to oneÕs own life: it is the power of a (minor) difference from 
oneself. What is Ôalways and everywhere / presentÕ is but the accretion of memories 
which prevent the decisiveness of a new life. And what else must be saved but the 
prosodic serpent who is the abstraction between Ôalways and everywhereÕ and ÔpresentÕ, 
the differential that prevents the ÔIÕ from ever being, simply, a statue of its own past, 
from being itself the elegy of its own past. The serpent is the Ôbest figureÕ of Ôwhy things 
change at all and therefore have a history Ð why death entered the world, why darkness 
succeeds lightÕ.160 The serpent saved is the abstraction of the prosodic turn, and a kind of 
elegy for the elegy the ÔIÕ must not be allowed to become. The serpentÕs turn is between 
elegy and prophecy, using the energy of each to fuel its own cunning and love of the life 
of involution. Bernard Berenson describes the formal aims of Michelangelo which recalls 
the ÔAnd yetÕ: ÔA striving to pack into the least possible space the utmost possible action 
with the least possible change of placeÕ.161 
                                                
160 Clark, Sight of Death, 178. 
161 Quoted in Adrian Stokes, Michelangelo: A Study in the Nature of Art (London: Tavistock 
1955), 80. 
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If the feeling of the poemÕs end is described by the rhetoric of the figura serpentinata, 
what of its prosody? The ÔturnÕ of the poem is the turn of prosody, of being Ônot quiteÕ 
the ÔheartÕ, not quite the power of the sign, but the silence which refuses self-identity. 
The desire to Ôjam metaphorÕ, including the metaphor of the ÔheartÕ occurs in the poem 
by its prosodic involutions, and the serpent is the symbol of that non-symbolic 
experience, that present feeling. The experience of the end of this poem, the way in which 
its grammar and its prosody stand at odds, creates a cycling elusiveness: we are always 
being sent back round. Here Ôalways and everywhereÕ is the presence (presentness) of 
death, now the Ôalways and everywhereÕ is presentness, the time of our experience. As 
Panofsky writes: ÔConsummate repose [É] is as absent from MichelangeloÕs world as 
achieved actionÕ.162 The tortuosity of this end is a property of the figura serpentinata, 
described here beautifully by Erwin Panofsky:  
 
The Manneristic figura serpentinata [É] not only does not avoid but actually revels 
in what Hildebrand has called das Qulende des Kubischen (Ôthe torturing quality of 
the three-dimensionalÕ). The contortions and foreshortenings of Manneristic 
figures would be unaccountable if not supplemented by the imagination of the 
spectator. Consequently a Manneristic statue, far from allowing the beholderÕs 
eye to rest upon one predominant and satisfactory view, Ôseems gradually to turn 
round so as to display, not one view but a hundred or more,Õ to quote Benvenuto 
Cellini, one of the chief representatives of this style. Each of these views being 
                                                
162 Erwin Panofsky, ÒThe Neoplatonic Movement and Michelangelo,Ó in Studies in 
Iconology: Humanistic Themes In the Art of the Renaissance (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1939), 171-230 (177).  
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just as interesting and, on the other hand, just as ÔincompleteÕ as the other, the 
beholder feels indeed compelled to circulate around the statue.163 
 
Finally, then, the term ÔfigureÕ itself is a contradictory one; it shape-shifts between 
a marker for corporeality, the figure of the human body, and for literary tropes, where 
trope derives from the Greek meaning Ôto turnÕ. The serpent saved at the end of the 
poem is the figure of figurality.164 It is always turning between denotations of presentness, 
and the instigation of analogy and ineluctable slide, becoming the Ômost ambivalent of all 
thingsÕ. The figura serpentinata turns between figuration as representation (the human body 
borrowing an abstraction from the shape of the serpent), and figuration as symbolic 
                                                
163 Panofsky, ÔNeoplatonic Movement,Õ 174-5.  
164 Caroline van Eck writes: ÔIndeed, QuintilianÕs use of anthropomorphy enabled him to 
think about such an abstract and elusive phenomenon as the nature of figurative 
language. Drawing on the fact that the Latin ÒfiguraÓ can mean both the human form, 
and metaphor or metonymy, he suggested that ultimately eloquence Ð in speech as in the 
arts Ð can only be understood in terms of human behaviour, whether of the body or the 
mindÕ (Caroline van Eck, Classical Rhetoric and the Visual Arts in Early Modern Europe 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 162). Or on the ÔsculpturalÕ comparison 
of figures of speech and movement, consider: ÔThese figures or schemata introduce 
movement into text: they are, Quintilian pursues, its Òattitudes and gesturesÓ, those 
features whereby a text deviates from the normal and straightforward, just as the 
movement of the Discobolus or Laocon present a break from the static and the obvious. 
They are crucial for persuasionÕ (161-2). 
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transference (the return to the serpentÕs symbolic connotations).165 Just as Pollock de-
skills from the habits of painting by stepping away from the canvas, turning from the 
representation of figures to the performance as a figure of abstraction, so turning 
between presentness and elegy, so OÕHara turns from the poetry of elegy and prophecy, 
turning not to elegy or prophecy, but as elegy, the conviction and determination of which 
we are affectively persuaded, and by which we can move, turning to kill the memorials of 
a life preventing new feeling, new love. His art here is a queering of the teleology of 
prophecy and recollection, recalling QuintilianÕs comparison of the gesture of the body 
to the excessive movement of language in literary troping, the Ôcertain departure from the 
straight lineÕ. It recalls Pollock as rhetoric because its persuasion exceeds the rectitude of 
sense, on behalf of the conviction of sensibility, and the fluidity of abstraction; as such it 





                                                
165 Altieri writes of ÔContingency as Compositional PrincipleÕ: ÔOÕHara would stress 
instead not the synthetic power of overall metaphoric structures but the literal work of 
metaphor-making under specific pressures. Poems then were not the development of 
symbols interpreting life but the actual enactment of imaginative energies devoted to 
fleshing out particular life situationsÕ (362). Placing the action of troping rather than the 
outcome of metaphor-making as the site of poetic invention allows OÕHara, in the eyes 
of Altieri, to Ôrestore the relevance of concepts like immediacy and presenceÕ not as 
Ômetaphysical or epistemic termsÕ but according to Ôhow intensely the writer seems to be 
engaging with the needs and desires set in operation by the situation addressedÕ (363). 
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